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What ever kind of set you have, or hope to
have, you must not miss the April issue of

MODERN
WIRELESS

r.
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The " lirowit"
LIQ Loud Speaker

Price

£6

-

It is a wonderful double number, coverin
every fascinating phase of radio. For instance, if you have a

"2--

"AP340'.4.z"- sPefizA,.

W4,4t

as

er4

" MELODY MAKER "
a

" MASTER THREE "
or an

II

" R.C. THREESOME "
-you will be delighted with the details of
how to make your gramophone work the
loud speaker, with wonderful clarity and
volume.

n the City of Waterways

And finally there is a

(VENICE)
ti

reach -out "
Or perhaps you want to
further ? Details are given on an easily made H.F. Amplifier to work in conjunction
with your present receiver.

eHEER from the waters of the

and turret into the waning sunlight.

SPECIAL SOLODYNE

the stillness comes the sound of music,
ringing true and clear across the

SUPPLEMENT

%.3 canal, stately palaces

raise spire

Smoothly the gondola glides and through
waters.

It

is

the " krOWII " Loud

speaker, reproducing with its own
tnimitable realism.
All over the world, the perfect realism

of the " :brown". Loud Speaker is
enjoyed by those who enjoy good
reception.
All over the world the
standard of Loud Speaker reproduction
is set and maintained by the "131:0W11."

they listen to the

containing full details of a

THREE -VALVE SOLODYNE
(of which three versions are given) to enable
you to use your own components. This
special supplement also tells " How to
Modernise the 1926 Solodyne," " Notes on
the 1928 Model," etc., etc.

Be Sure to Order Your. Copy Now.

MODERN
WIRELESS
APRIL DOUBLE NUMBER
Price 1/6

MN. S. G. Brown. Ltd., Western flee.. N Acton, l) 3,

`faS) 2241

-

On Sale MARCH 30th
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"TVIVEVAL

FU rr%rite,
No Accumulators

No Dry_ Batteries

ESrARCif-

ButAING

A.C.

Valves,

They provide the complete solution for,

result of investigation and experiment
by one of the finest Research organisations in this Country.

Met -Vick Eliminators, overcome all

" Cosmos -Met -Vick"

Green Spot and Red Spot, are the

and, in conjunction with the use of
the difficulties of direct operation from
the Electric Light Supply.

"Met -Vick -Cosmos" A.C. Valves not only provide the solution of the complete operation of wireless sets for the Electric Light Mains, but they also provide great volume
and extreme selectivity free from distortion. By their use you can switch on your set
like electric light, and yet lose nothing in effect. In fact a mains operated set with
Met -Vick -Cosmos A.C. Valves is a much better set.

See what Mr. A. P. Castellain says in the
"Wireless World" for March 7th:-

"Remarkably High Mutual ConductanceFor the AC/G valve the mutual conductance is
enormous when judged by ordinary valve stan-

dards-about 2 milliamperes per volt for an

amplification factor of 36-and the heater current
i only 1 ampere at 4 volts. The latter figures are
quite comparable with valves of the 41 volt 0'8
ampere L.S. class. For the AC /R valve the amplification factor is about 10, and the mutual conductance 4 milliamperes per volt, giving an A.C.
resistance of about 2,500 ohms."
The writer continues by comparing the Cosmos

AC /R Valve, very advantageously with other
makes of valves for similar duties.

Note also what Mr. G. A. Exeter, the London
Area Manager of the Radio Society of Great
Britain says about the " Cosmos -Met -Vick "
A.C. Valve

in view of the results I have obtained upon trial, under decidedly adverse
,

conditions, I now think you are indeed
to be congratulated upon producing a
great improvement in the technique of
Undoubtedly this is the valve
radio.
of the future."
The power handling capacity of the AC /R Valve
is as great as that necessary for Public Address
Service and is sufficient for operating "moving

coil" Loud Speakers to the greatest advantz6e

By using the ingenious "Cosmos" Disc Adaptors, these five -pin valves can be used in
a set wired for accumulator valves, without altering the wiring.

MET-VICK

VALVES sCOMPONENTS & SETS

Metro -Vick Supplies, Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London. W.ct!
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TYPE No. loog.

TYPE No. 372.

Beautifully designed and faultlessly
constructed, these Units uphold

Philips reputation for excellency.
They

are

completely

reliable.

Type No. 372.-A High Tension Supply
Unit A.C. Mains.

Price complete, £7 10s. Od.
Type No. 5o8. -A High Tension Supply
Unit for D.C. Mains.
Price complete, £3 17s.. 6d.

Type No. ioo9.-The Dual Battery
Charger for charging High

and

Low Tension Batteries from A.C.

TYPE No. 327.

Mains.

Price complete, £6 10s. Od.
Type No. ()or .-A High Tension
Accumulator Charger for A.C. Mains.

-

Price complete, £4 Os. Od,

Type No. 450.-A Battery Charger for
Low Tension Accumulators from
A.G. Mains, charging 2-6 volts at
r3 amps.
Price complete, £4 Os. Od.

Type No. 327.-Is a Low Tension
Battery Charger similar to Type
No. 45o, but charging 2-12 volts.

Price complete, £4 15s. Od.
TYPE No. 45o.

Advt. of Philips Lamps, Lfd., Radio Department,
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TYPE No. toot.

TYPE No. 508.

Follow Philips-developments are coming rapidly.
Watch for future announcements, keep Philips in your
mind and remember always
TYPE No. 356.

L

r 70,dio
Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, IV.C.2.
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cirhe Valves which made possible
Radio Concerts from Seven Countries,/
through the wonderful Cossor, MelodyAtaker

USE THEM IN YOUR SET

A2vt. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N..5

M 2233
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
The. Continental Relays-Regional Wirglessr-Have You Heard. Harbin ?-Eiffel Tower's
Wave -length -Opportunity Knocks --The `` Progressive" Four-A New Idea.
The World in A.D. 2009.

THE issue of the " Daily Mail " for
January 1st, 2000, which I have obtained from the " Ideal Honie "-Exhibi-

tion, presents a somewhat nerve-racking
picture of what the life and times of the
human race may be then. Aircraft, radio

am chilled to the marrow at this, but as a
" listener " I rejoice to think that the road

due to the prosecution by the P.O. of

seems clear to the extension of the B.B.C.'s

Anyway, it looks as though the B.B.C.
finances are on velvet.-which is good for

programmes to the genius of capitals of
Europe. Barcelona has one of the finest
opera -houses in Europe. What about it,

renders it worth while to remind readers
that a " gassing " accumulator is evolving

an explosive mixture of gases. The " Manchester Evening News," I observe, informs

the public that, when on charge, a battery

develops sulphur dioxide gas, which is
highly combustible. Except that it is not
sulphur dioxide and that sulphur dioxide
is not combustible in air, but will, in fact,
put a light out, the " M.E.N.'s "chemistry
is correct.

Tragedy of Imagination.

What " Gassing " Is.
WHEN an accumulator is fully charged,
the chemical reactions between the

pistol.

Radio and Employment.

L I cannot help smiling when I recollect
that in 1922 a newspaper telephoned

to me and asked whether 1 thought that the
(then) proposed wireless telephone broadcasts would affect the unemployment

I said that I thought it would

problem.

not affect it noticeably (which has proved
correct),

but that it would require the

services of " hundreds of people.'

More Listeners-or More Payers ?

THE latest figures I have seen in regard

to P.O. licences are little short of

amazing. At the end of February the
number of licence -holders in Great Britain
was 2,451,051, an increase of about 33,000

over the January total. I read that the
B.B.C. attributes this to the founding of

Well, I
suppose I ought to have said hundreds of
thousands. But at that time neither Sir J.

Reith nor Captain P. P. Eckersley was
appointed ; in fact, there was no B.B.C.
More Sceptics.

MR. ELSTON'S letter in our number of

March 10th, has caused a lot more

sceptics to bob up. In a very
piquant letter, T. M. (Tylorstown) suggests
that the alleged loud -speaker results
reported in respect of distant
and numerous stations are
YOR K.
nothing more than noises,
because of distortion and
threshold " effect. I am

new homes by marriages and the improvement of its programmes. But I am
wondering whether it may not be partially

THEREMIN IN NEW

Or ought to be.

OOKING at that total of licence -holders,

THERE was a young. sailor of Bristol,
a crystal set dated 1923 has been placed'
Who thought he heard Mars on a
in the British Museum, and an account of
crystal.
the murder by a woman of her husband,
whom she shot at Tiflis " by a beam fired But his friends wouldn't " bite,"
So he shot himself right
from some place unknown."
Through the head with a loud -speaking
Our Chemical Lesson.

all of us.

B.B.C. ?

and television bulk largely in the letterpress,
which includes a " fill -up ' to the effect that

THE fact that a man was injured recently
by the explosion of an accumulator,
near which he had held a naked flame,

listeners who have 'sets without licences.

afraid I must agree that

electrolyte and " the plates " are
If the charging current is
completed.
maintained after this stage. is reached, it

there is a tendency to over
strain reaction and amplifi-

splits up the water of the electrolyte, so that

long as the signals are fairly

cation in order to get distant

stations in the log, but so

the cell discharges a mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen. Hydrogen by itself will burn

recognisable I think reception
may be claimed,.

but not explode ; but when mixed with air,

as it would be at the vent -holes of the battery,
it will explode violently if a flame be applied

Limits of 0-v-2.
TM. says that with 0-v-2

also is explosive. But there is no dangei
at all unless a naked light or glowing body

pure full loud -speaker

to it. Moreover, a mixture of H and 0

it is impossible to get

volume at more than 100

is very near the battery.

miles from Daventry or 25
miles from a local station,
using a full P.M.G. aeriaL I
have not tried that, and will

The Continental Relays.

THE line relays from Liege and Cologne
were a groat success, especially the
Cologne job, and it looks as though

for this particular work the line and submarine cable are more reliable and effective
than the wireless relay. As a radio man, 1

Irof. Theremim whose " music from the air " recently created much
amusement, some speculation, and a fair amount of controversy in
this country, is now in New York, where he is busy endeavouring
to mystify the Americans with his " magic box " (seen above). It
is, of course, in essentials, an oscillating radio set, the " music "
being controlled by a sort of hand -capacity effect.

wait to learn

readers'

I will, however,
say that my last set was a
opinions.

(Continued on nert page.)
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income tax, foreign investments, pension

NOTES AND NEWS.

fund and general reserve, the surplus is
Machinery and tools are
$8,478,319.

(Continued from prerious page.)

written, down to $1, and the patent account
by $1,000,000. After paying dividends of
7 per cent on Preferred Stock and placing
at comfortable loud -speaker strength and $4,500,000 to reserve for plant, the surplus
only a little weaker than 2 L 0 ; also, it 'is 8;029,621, or something over £1,400,000.
was sufficiently pure in tone for domestic Wow!

straight det. with reaction and one L.F.
stage, and on this 5 X X always came in
listening. Distance to 2 L 0 about
miles and to 5 X X about 90 mileS.

12

Opportunity Knocks.

KEEN radio amateurs are wanted by the

Royal Corps of Signals, Territorial
Army. You understand, no doubt,

Regional Wireless.

j UNDERSTAND that there is to be a
I grouping of the northern English

a good deal about radio in general, but here

to the .listeners of a " national " or a
" regional " programme. The B.B.C. is

for it.

stations and that a choice will be given

is a chance for you to get free instruction
in its theory and practice and to be paid

no doubt working out its problems as well

Why not turn yourself from an
amateur into a competent radio man.

premature criticism, but franldy I do not

H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111E

as it can, and I do not wish to obtrude
see the necessity for either of those kinds of
programme. The average person, I am
convinced, wants just a good progranime,

SHORT WAVES.
A loud speaker, with a radius of over four
miles, has been constructed. This should
give an added impetus to attempts to establish
a new high -flying record.-" Humorist."

let it he as cosmopolitan as you please.

The Right Idea.
TALKING of programmes, I recall that
I have often said that the entertainment side of broadcasting ought to
be run by people who have had successful
experience in public entertainment. Hence,
I note with subdued pleasure that this fact

has been recognised and acted upon in

The only difference between electricity and

wireless is that an electric installation often
fuses and a radio refuses.

litany are grateful for the B.B.C.'s S.O.S.pitality.-" Daily Mirror."
Teacher : Can you name to me something
E="

America, where a Radio Programme Corporation was formed three years ago, run
by men who have been brought up to cater
for popular amusement. Cables and wireless are gradually joining forces ! Why not
broadcasting, music halls and theatres ?

speaker there is a monument to Eve.

and L.T. batteries, two transformers, some
Object : matribusbar wire and a panel.
mony and a complete set.-" Radio News."
Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.
But uneasier lies the head that has fallen
asleep with the headphones on.
Some critics of the B.B.C.

Don't want these serious talks at all ;
They think the programmes ought to be
Quite frivolous, or musical.

can be recognised by the words " Chu Chin
Chow," or by jokes about bobbed pigtails.

r-7

Time thus devoted is just rot,
They say with frank hostility ;

And for the present they are not
Devoted to the B.B.C.
-" Bulletin and Scots Pictorial."
!
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station, now 2,650 metres, is to be altered
to 1,400 metres this year. It is probable
that the power will be raised to 100 kw.

You never know when you may be glad of
your knowledge and skill.

Meat for Sceptics.

Answer the Knock I

CE commenting upon Mr. Elston's

L./

letter, I have seen a report about

Mr. W. R. Pierce, Junr., of Rhode

Island, U.S.A. This gentleman is 17 years
old, and claims to have logged 694 stations

in 41 different countries, on a two -valve
set. He says that the loudest European
station is E A J 22, Salamanca. Yes, it
would be. Well, gentlemen, let us pull up
our socks and listen some more. Maybe
we have missed one or two stations.

YOUR obligations are simply that you
agree to present yourself for instruction for a certain number of hours
per year ; you can put in as much extra

time as you hike. You will receive expert
instruction in radio and knowledge of the
latest Army equipment, and a free fortnight's
holiday at the annual camp in the summer,
being, in addition, paid for every day at the
camp. Call any day, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
56th (1st London) Divisional Signals Head- quarters, 51, Calthorpe St., London, W.C.1.

Radio in America.

THE STOCK EXCHANGE gambling in
shares of the Radio Corporation of
America has attracted so much notice
in the English Press that I have had a look

at the R.C.A. balance sheet for 1927; it
is- sensational. Net income, 811,799,659.
After reserving for amortisation of patents,

J B, 500 miles away, besides England,
America and Continentals, if possible.
Moreover, situated as he is, he requires data

as to all the necessary parts and their
prices,

delivery free by parcel post via,

Beira, for cash with order. Here's a chanc

for some kindly reader, or a club, to use
experience in the cause of radio and work
out a complete specification ; but for the
learner's sake I recommend that a set be
chosen for which a "P.W." back number
can be supplied.
The " Progressive " Four.

T MENTION that because there is no
I doubt that " P.W.", " M.W." and
" Constructor " articles have made

construction as simple as A B C. As proof
of this witness a letter from E. B. (Barn ham) to Mr. P. W. Harris. E. B. says that
he has no less than 25 youngsters making

up the " Progressive " Four, only one of
hats made to measure now. E. B. hopes
spirits, and Mr. Harris, authorises me to say
that he is very " well preserved " indeed.

PERSONAL.

Young man with one pair headphones, five
tuning coils
wishes to meet a young lady with some H.T.

Has any-

metres, the wave -length of the Eiffel Tower

Which Shall He Build ?

OUR friend wants to be able to receive

that Mr. Harris is keeping in the best of

But in every place where there is a loud

one here heard it ? A pretty far cry, I
admit, for such a long wave, but it is not
an impossible performance. No doubt it

Eiffel Tower's Wave -length.

Mr. Kelly.

*

*

In Athens there is a monument to Adam.

?

DUE to the decision of the Washington
Conference that the band for long wave stations shall be 1,340 to 1,875

be the nucleus of a " P.W." colony, I
propose to spend another paragraph on

whom has made an error. Our Mr. Dowding,
designer of the set in question, is having his

World."

REPORT says that C 0 H B (Harbin,
China) has been broadcasting since
January 1st on 445 metres.

advise him how to go about it. As this may

that talks, sings and plays that wasn't in
existence a hundred years ago ?
Bright Pupil : Yes, me.-" News of the

valves, two condensers, two

Have You

ever seen, and is now filled with a divine
discontent. He wants to build a set, and
wonders whether a " P.W." reader will

A Real Beginner.
R.

J. R. ARMSTRONG KELLY,

Donnybrook Estate, Box 180, Salis-

bury, S. Rhodesia, who is growing
baccy and amusing himself with chess and
one newspaper a week, got hold of a copy
of " P.W. the first radio paper he had

Transmitting Note.
WILL all who are interested in observing
amateur transmissions note that

Mr. C. A. Webb, 38, Oakhill Road,
Putney, S.W.15, has been allotted the call

sign 5 W B, and transmits on 90 metres
and 150-200 metres. He would be glad
to have reports about the signals from all
and sundry, either in this country or any
other.
Readers' Results.
AN analysis of the letters on hand shows
that the most popular " P.W,"
circuit published this year is the

" Sydney " Two, and the results obtained

with it .prove that it can do what was
claimed for it. Most, of the writers suc-

ceeded in getting Australia, though the
rest got a number of American stations
and are no less enthusiastic
comments.

in their

A New Idea.

ATHREE-MILE swim in the river
Yarra was the cause, earlier this
month, of a lot of public interest in
Australia, and 3 L 0 broadcast an account
of the race from start to finish. Now why

not apply the same idea to Channel swimming, so that there shall be no more
dubious hoaxes. We could go to bed

knowing that the swimmer was half -way
across and catching buns as cleverly as a

seal catches fish, and wake to learn that

he or she is in sight of Dover Harbour but
involved in a school of mackerel which is
tickling him or her and impeding progress
with laughter, etc., etc.
ARIEL.
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'IF you possess a

So all you have

1 two or three -

to watch for is that
the adaptor on your
pick-up plugs into
your valve detector

valve set using
a detector valve and
one or two low -frequency stages (in all
probability you do,
because this is the
most popular type of
set in this country),

such a
way that the filament pin which is
sockets in

on the
adaptor to the pick-

connected

and if you have an
old gramophone or
some apology for

up, plugs into the

filament socket on

the valve holder

gramophone, you can

which is connected

very simply arrange

to low-tension negative. Whether it
goes to L.T. negative

It your own pro-

grammes, just how
and when you want

through a rheostat

them, and with very little expense.

You have all heard of the gramophone

pick-up, that little device which is fitted on

the tone -arm of a gramophone in place
of the usual sound -bog, and which when
connected up to an amplifier, enables
you to reproduce the record placed on the
gramophone via your loud speaker, the
reproduction being, in most cases, very
much better than that obtainable with an
ordinary gramophone.
Not Expensive.

When you are using a pick-up, you
do not use the gramophone at all, the
only portion of the instrument that you
employ is the tone -arm and the turn -table,
which of course means the motor as well.

Why not " broadcast " your own
musical items ? This is easily
done, as this article shows.
By K. D. ROGERS.

when

considered

from

off, so that the grid of the adaptor only
makes contact with your pick-up and the
valve, and does not plug into the grid
socket of the original valve holder in the
set.

may be slight alterations necessary -in the
set if you use a four -pin adaptor, because
the original grid circuit of the set should
really be broken.
But if you use an adaptor that only has
three pins, or if you are supplied with an
adaptor with four pins and you cut off the
grid pin of the adaptor, leaving the socket,

So you see you may have a hopeless
gramophone,

or not does not matter.
The plate pin, of course, will go into the
plate socket and the grid pin is already cut

Simple Volume Control.

The valve is inserted in the adaptor,
which itself is inserted

holder on the set.

into the valve

The set is switched on.

the pick-up laid on the record, and there
you are.
speaker.

The music comes out of the loud

control.

This usually consists of a 500,000 -

Nothing in the set has to be

altered at all, neither H.T. nor grid bias.
It is useful in pick-ups to have a volume

ohm potentiometer, which is connected
right across the pick-up, and the slider of

a

gramophone point of view, but as long as
the turn -table and motor are all right and
capable of running at constant speed,
and as long as there is a tone -arm (which
by the way you can purchase for about five
or six shillings if the one you have is
badly battered), you have all the elements
of a gramophone as required for pick-up

the potentiometer is then taken to the
grid socket of the adaptor, instead of the
end of the pick-up being taken there, so

that you have the pick-up across the

volume control, the slider of the volume

control going to the grid socket of the

adaptor, and then the filament pin and the
volume control going to the other end of the
pick-up.
I hope I have made this reasonably clear.

work.

If you have not such a gramophone,

have no motor or turn -table, you can very
easily buy one for about thirty shillings, a
really reliable one, and this, mounted on a

It is rather difficult to make it quite clear
in a short article, but the few points

box with a suitable tone -arm and a pick-up,

you have to watch when fitting a pick-up to

could get from a thirty or forty guinea

rest entails no alteration or particular care

will provide you with all the pleasure you

a set are just those mentioned, and the

gramophone, provided, of course, that your
set is reasonably pure in reproduction,
and that you have a reasonably good loud

whatsoever.
Further Details.

speaker. A pick-up, such as the Lis"en,
can be obtained for 15s. only.
No Set Alterations.

Now what do you have to do to make
that pick-up work with your set ? As I
said before, all that has to be done is to

fix it on to your gramophone tone -arm and

then set the motor going with the record,

place a needle in the pick-up, and lay

it on to the record, and that is that end of
the business. The other end consists in
connecting the two ends of the pick-up,
which by the way should be of the high
resistance variety, to your valve receiver.
No alteration in this latter is necessary.
All you need is a little adaptor which you
can plug into the detector valve holder of

the set, the valve being placed on the
top of the adaptor, which has special
sockets for it. The adaptor is connected
to the two ends of the pick-up.
Suitable plug-in adaptors are available

for p actically any pick-up at varying
prices from about. 3s. lid. upwards. there

A neat little pick-up that is marketed for the
modest sum of 15s.

then your set will be absolutely fool -proof
as regards the pick-up. All you have to

do is to connect the pick-up between the
grid socket of your adaptor, which will of
course, have a little terminal, and one
filament pin, the filament pin making
contact with its socket.

Collecting the " Pick-up."

Now you must choose that filament

pin so that it plugs into the filament socket

of your detector valve holder in the set

negative. If you
connect it to the one which plugs into L.T.
positive you will find that you get distortion,
which goes to

L.T.

because the valve will be operating at the

wrong end of its curve, and you will be
running into grid current.

A detector with one stage of note magnification is quite enough for most records,
but if you have two stages of note magnification so much the better. Should you
have an H.F. valve in front of the detector,
it should be switched off. It need not be
disconnected, just the filament turned out,
or the valve removed while the pick-up, is
in action For pick-up work you use just

the detector and the note magnifying
stages.'

For those who are more interested in
pick-ups and gramophone work in con-

junction with their sets I would draw their
attention to the special gramophone section
in " Modern Wireless " every month.
This section goes into the matter far more

deeply and gives details concerning the

use of pick -ups -with various sets, discusses
records suitable for pick-up work, different
types of pick-ups, hints and tips and so on.

You will find it worth while to try your
set as a gramophone reproducer and once
tried I do not think you will regret the
initial outlay and trouble.
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long a real television service will be started,
we should be far more unpopular !

"SECRET FORCES" & TELEVISION.

We have yet to find, as we have already

stated, any scientist of repute who will

By THE EDITOR.

" WHAT is the secret behind all the

conflicting statements about television ? " is a question Mr.
William J. Brittain asked during his

lecture on " My Television Journey " to

warn amateurs that they must take a very
large pinch of salt when they read in the

daily newspapers the exaggerated and

sensational statements in connection with
television.

the Hull Literary and Philosophical Society.

Mr. Brittain pointed out that Mr. Baird
has been able to announce that he has
flashed a face across the Atlantic and
enabled a sweetheart in London and her
lover in mid -ocean to meet.
The Bell Telephone Company in America
has achieved a demonstration of television
in the home, and television sets are now on

sale in London, and books and periodicals
concerning television seem to be taking up
the subject with great gusto.
" But," said Mr. Brittairi,'"- against these
amazing evidences of progress have been

put up a series of statements by eminent
scientists suggesting that television is
years away, and culminating in a £1,000
challenge to Mr. Baird to give a television
demonstration of five simple objects."
" Ducks and Drakes."

Make sure of your copy of the
April double number of

I

MODERN
"

.

WIRELESS

which contains a

SPECIAL SOLODYNE

SUPPLEMENT

.1.-

showing several versions of

.7-

the

E

.incomparable "Solodyne" set,
With these details you can make a

E

on hand.
Don't miss this magnificent radio

=

Solodyne using components already
magazine.
APRIL DOUBLE NUMBER

E

MODERN WIRELESS
ON SALE MARCH 30th.

Price 116

Mr. Brittain suggested that there was a
secret behind these two " opposing tornados " which nullified each other, and left
the ordinary man wondering what way, if

wireless

any, the television wind was blowing.

have risked earning unpopularity among a

Mr. Brittain then proceeded to make a

statement' 'which calls for explanation.
necessary," he said, " for the public
"
to know of these two secret and powerful
groups which are playing ducks and drakes
with the fortunes of television."
Exactly what Mr. Brittain means by that
statement we are at a loss to know. But
in the course of his lecture he went on to

711 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111N,

Adverse criticism of a new branch of
science like

accomplished fact, and that before very

television is un-

doubtedly not going to be popular. We
large section of our readers in being so

substantiate fantastic television theories ;
just as we have yet to find a scientist of
repute who. will be so dogmatic as to state
that true television will never be possible.
We again reiterate that our views, concisely expressed, are these : That by the
known gystems of television, especially the

mechanical systems, .the optimistic forecasts of television critics will never be
realised. And we again reiterate that not

until System X (which is the unknow
system) has been discovered will it be
possible for moving pictures, in any reasonable detail, to be televised by wireless.
Mr. Brittain, we suggett, should carefully

read the articles - we have published in
connection with television in this journal
and in " Modern Wireless," and in particular we would draw his attention to the
details of the challenge which we issued
to Mr. Baird, which, by the way, he has
not yet accepted.
Mr. Brittain is undoubtedly a 'journalist

who has devoted considerable time and

attention to the various television systems
being experimented with in various parts
of the world and, with certain limitations,
we have a respect for his opinions. But

when he suggests that there are secrets

behind television, and when he talks about
two opposing forces, he is allowing his
journalistic imagination to run away with
him.

As far as we are concerned, our challenge

to Mr. Baird was made in all friendliness,
and only because Mr. Baird has so many
good friends that they are inclined to put

him on a pedestal and to acclaim his

pioneer work as the final achievement of a
genius who has solved the television
problem and made it possible for amateurs

to build their own sets at home, and so

ultimately receive moving pictures by
wireless from broadcast television stations.

say that television has been achieved by
Baird and by,. two large Coinpanies in
America, a.nd other workers such as Jenkins
in America,' Dieckman and Mihaly in

P.M.G. and Television.

" Crude Toys."

is borne out by the fact that the Postmaster -

That such a contingency is not likely at
the moment, and indeed, not until some
really reliable system has been invented,

Germany.and Belin and Holweck in Paris,
all of whein are doing excellent work.

General stated recently in the House of

" It must be realised, however," con-

Commons that wireless licences covering
experiments in television have been issued
to a number of persons, and he understood

tinued Mr. Brittain, " that only a face and
shoulders of a person have_ been televised.

It must be remembered, too, that tele-

vision across the Atlantic is an achievement
of little more difficulty than televising from
one room to another. A scene at a theatre
or Uhorse race cannot be attempted. And

that tests had been carried out ; but his
technical advisers considered that the
matter had not yet advanced beyond the

were being broadcast. Machines equally
advanced were made last century,

consulted on the problem of television and

experimental stage.

We can only repeat that we thoroughly
agree with the scientists whom we have

the sets now on sale are but crude toys
which would not receive television' if it

whose general attitude may be summed
up in the concluding words written by Sir

." In trying to realise what is the exact
position of television," said, Mr. Brittain,
the public must know of .the two opposed

forces, take the statements of both sides,
and find the truth betWeen the two::

A novel test for a tuning coil is to make it light a Neon
lamp by power picked up from a local oscillator.

his role, of popular lecturer-suggests that
there is some " secret force " at work, and

candid with regard to television, hut we
have done so because we feel_ that in the
long run if we were to follow in the foot-

In making statements like _this, Mr.
Brittain-no doubt quite legitimately in

the innuendO is undoubtedly that POPULAR
WIRELESS is one of these forces. But we

would again point out that there is nothing
secret in our desire to clarify the, p,osition
with regard to television, and there is

certainly nothing secret in our attempt to

steps of those hysterical people who, on the
strength of certain crude_ experiments which
eminent scientists regard as the limit

certain systems are capable of achieving,
and attempt' to convince the public that
television in the home is very nearly an

Oliver Lodge in our issue for March 17th.
We venture to close this article by repeating the conclusion to Sir Oliver Lodge's
article on " The Problem of Television :
" No one can say that anything is finally
impossible ; but it is fairly safe to say that

a given development has not yet been
achieved.

As far as I know about the

attitude of other scientific men I think I

am in agreement with them. I shall rejoice
if the labours of Mr. Baird and other workers

in this country, and in America, are able to
falsify' this caution within what remains of
my own life -time."
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base board. When

THIS little unit has
been designed
to meet the

fitting the terminals

to the strip it is as

demand for an
amplifier, that

well to cut off the pro-

jecting shanks and

is

capable of giving a
consistently

fit soldering tags under the nuts.
This will be found
of great assistance

good

degree of amplifica-

tion without distortion, whatever the

when wiring, as the

set used in con-

bottom row of ter-

junction with it, and
provided

minals will be rather

difficult to reach

one does

otherwise.

not try to work off a
it really fierce reflex
set, it fulfils this
condition admirably.

may now be secured

to the baseboard as
shown in the wiring

It has other ad-

diagram, and here are

one or two points

vantages in its compactness, simplicity,
and low cost ; and

worthy of consideration.
The L.F. transformer and R.C. unit
should be kept as
close to the panel as
possible, to allow the

provision is made for

the use of a gramo-

phone pick-up without interfering in any
way with the receiver
in genel-al use.
The circuit employed is shown on another
page and it will be seen that the first valve is

coupled to the set with which it is to be

used by means of an L.F. transformer, the
coupling between the first and second valves
being through a standard R.C. unit. The

transformer stage is placed first to render

the amplifier more adaptable, as it would be
impossible to use a resistance -capacity

*

* AO- ------

You can use this instrument with t
practically any set or with a gramophone pick-up. It gives extra- 7
ordinarily good results although it 7
is, as its name suggests, inexpensive and easy to build.
By the .' P.W." Technical Staff.

coupled stage immediately after a reflex

set such as the Hale or Trinadyne, for which
a valve having a low amplification factor is
essential.
Connecting a Pick-up.

The jack which breaks the connections
between the secondary of the L.F. transformer and the grid -grid -bias circuit is to
91111111111111111111111111111119111911119111111111111111111111111111191112.-:

LIST OF COMPONENTS.
Panel, 8 in. x 6 in. x in. (any good
E
branded material, Becol, Ebonart, E
Radion, Red Seal, etc.).

the pick-up into circuit instead.
The instructions given by the makers of

which

connection

results.

This is to

ensure that the pick-

unnecessary, as the
jack contacts are

Sprung valve holders (Benjamin, E
Bowyer -Lowe, B.T.H., Burndep t, E

Bume-Jones, I granic Lotus, Munn':
phone, Pye, W.B., etc.).

2 Fixed resistors (Burne-Jones in original. E

Any similar type, such as Cyldon,

E.

Dubilier, etc.).
L.T. switch.
Double circuit jack and plug (Lotus In P_
original. Any good make, Bowyer- a Lowe, Igranic, etc.).
Terminal strip, 5 in. x 2 in. x in.
8 Terminals.
Wire, screws, etc.
:3111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iF

facilitate the connection of a gramophone

pick-up of the high resistance magnetic
type. It is not always possible to plug an
adapter into the detector valve holder, as
it may happen that there is no detector
valve ; the amplifier may be intended for

is

already connected in
the correct manner.
Very Simple.

Can see at a glance

the simplicity of the

lay -out,- and the

few holes which" have
to be drilled, the
largest of which is
aI in. in diameter, and

which is to accom-

modate the double-

circuit;jack. The
hole for the L.T.

switch is only -A in.
diameter, and those
for the wood screws
* in. counter -sunk to
take the heads of in.
No. 3 wood screws.

The terminal strip

should then be drilled

use with a crystal set, or with a set employing a crystal detector, and in this case the

according to the dia-

when inserted in the jack, cuts out the

may be fitted to the

pick-up is connected to the plug, which,

The Wiring.

care than is usually required, and it

gram provided, and

the panel and strip

One of the several special

features of the " Pocket

Money " Amplifier is its
Although
compactness.
small it uses two valves,
one

resistance -capacity

and the other transformer
coupled, in a modern and
efficient manner.

is

essential that insulated wire should be used.
The original amplifier was wired with Glazite

gives the better

the amplifier this

good make, Lissen, etc.).

and the wiring will be simplified.

adapter should be
changed over to find

by Peto-Scott).
L.F. transformer
amplifier).

B.C. Unit (Dubilier in original. Any ==

so that instead of being at right angles to
the resistor, they are in line with it. They
may then be placed quite close together,

the various pick-ups on the market state
that the leads on the

Cabinet to fit, 61 in. deep (original is

(Lissen in original

valve holders to be
kept away from the terminal strip, and
before fitting the fixed- resistors to the
baseboard, turn the soldering tags round

This latter operation needs a little more

secondary of the transformer and brings

up is connected across
the grid and grid
return leads ; with

2

The

other components

super -regenerative or

(Continued on next page.)
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with each of them a most satisfactory

tags a lot of bother will be avoided, and this
part of the work greatly facilitated.

THE " POCKET MONEY"
t
AMPLIFIER:

degree of amplification was obtained. A

gramophone pick-up was tested at the
same time, and the volume delivered
from the loud speaker was more than
sufficient for any ordinary room. With
the crystal sets the results were equally

The only flex leads in the assembly are
those to the grid -bias battery, which is

fitted in the back of the cabinet. The
battery actually used was one made by
Siemens, and this is provided with a

(Continued from previous page.)

which, besides giving a neat appearance, is
a perfect safeguard against short-circuits.

The query which always seems to crop
up with this sort of wire concerns the best
means of removing the insulation, at the
same time leaving a clean end. The most
satisfactory method, I find, is to cut it
off with a sharp penknife by making a cut
round the wire, "and sliding the end off,
Naturally, the cut must be right through the

cardboard flap which can be fixed to the
cabinet by drawing pins. This, of course,
is the 9 -volt type, which is quite sufficient
in the ordinary way, but should it be desired
to use a super -power valve in the second
stage, or at least, one which requires more

gratifying, but it was, of course, necessary
to earth the L.T. negative terminal. This

should also be done if a pick-up only is
connected to the amplifier.
With Super -Power Valve.

To ascertain tho performance of the

than 9 volts grid bias, the battery will
the leads extended.

amplifier under really strenuous conditions,
it was again connected to the straight single=

Operating the Amplifier.

P.M.252. The pick-up was refitted to the

have to be placed outside the cabinet, and

valve set, and the P.M.2 replaced by a
(Continued on next page.)

A few notes on the operation will not he
out of place, and it may,
be mentioned that with

Y523

standard R.C. and power
valves the results obtained

4

1 tri

t

3 ' 4.../A
/. Al.

9

j

r
--'''.1.

....t__

'''

A

.

with a crystal set, a straight
single-valver, and a single valve reflex.

A B.T.H. B4 was used in
the two single-valvers, and

e

SCREWS

)A

POINT-TO-POINT
CONNECTIONS.

1.-

terminals

Input

insulation, and must go right round the
wire, but after a few attempts one acquires
the knack of peeling it off as neatly as could
be wished.

As the valve holders and, in fact, all the
components except the resistors, switch, and

jack have both terminals and soldering
tags, one can carry out the wiring-which

not complicated-in the manner to

which one is most accustomed.

to

OP and IP terminals of
L.F. transformer. L.T.-

3 4

H.T.terminal to
terminal, G.B. positive,
and to one filament

terminal of each valve

holder. L.T. positive to
one side of L.T. switch ;

other side of switch to
one side ofjeach fixed
resistor : other side of

each resistor to remaining filament terminal of
correspolding valve

C.B.-/

The wiring itself, although needing care,

is quite simple and there should be no

difficulty experienced in carrying out this
operation quite satisfactorily ; the leads to
the terminal strip being those which may
prove a little tricky. To try to use a very
fer

0

Grid terminal of 1st
valve holder to No. 1
contact of jack.

No. 2 contact to OS
terminal of L.F. transformer.

R.C.cu ir

CB.

holder.

Grid Bias.

7711E0AC7ICAL

JA Cif
2
/

Srsvrc//

o171

itPANEL DRILL/NO 0/AGRA M.

is

W., A //V G 0/.4 GRA ivf

was tested in conjunction

5w/7-cif

WO OD

.SCALE //V //VC/7'ES

the first stage and a P.M.2
in the second, the amplifier

6. DIA M.

J'A Ci<

Ilii

were really most satisfactory. Using a P.M.1 in

Ill

)

IOR

II

111011P

-

No. 3 contact to IS
terminal of L.F. trans-

.r

former.

1-471

C/RCUM

No.

4

- 1.

contact

to

NOTE.-Nos. 0. and

4 contacts are the two
and are the
outer spring contacts.
longest,

,11131i111111111111i11111131-
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girl' 1 Ft

L.A2SSAS74-:

0

0

Plate terminal of ist
valve holder to A "
L.T
Y524

large soldering iron for these joints is hope-

less, as there is not a great deal of room
between the valve holders and the terminal
strip, and to accomplish the soldering of the

various leads to the terminals with any

degree of success, a half -pound iron will be

found easentiaL By cutting off the surplus
terminal shanks, as suggested at the begin-

ning of this article, and fitting soldering

terminal of R.C. unit.
" H .T." terminal of
unit to H.T. positive ter-

minal, and to one L.S.

terminal.
G " terminal ci
unit to grid terminal
of 2nd valve holder.
" G.B.- " terminal
of unit to G.B.-2.

Plate terminal of 2nd
valve holder to remaining L.S. terminiaL

L.S.-

0

LS+

HT-

LI-

ler+

L.74

/N.01/7"

R51.
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SOME PRACTICAL
POINTS.

If two equal resistances are connected in
parallel with each other the total resistance
in the arrangement is half that of one of the
resistances.
*

*

*

The permanent magnets of telephones or

loud speakers are injured by mechanical
Generally speaking, the higher the aerial

the better.

*

*

SOME HINTS FOR
THE CONSTRUCTOR.
How

shocks, so that the: - efficiency is lowered

every time they are dropped or knocked

wireless receivers
be built.
By W. W. D.

should

over.

The use of a large shell insulator instead
of a metal pulley will avoid the jamming of
halyards at the mast head.
*

*

It is unsafe to use rope as a stay for
masts, but the seven -strand galvanised wire

sold for clothes lines is both cheap and

4

WIRELESS -SET building these days

THE " POCKET MONEY"
AMPLIFIER.
(Continued from previous page.)

has become more or less of a
strenuous business, the amateur

t

effective.

If your earth is a buried one it is a good
plan to drive a length of metal piping in
the ground, and occasionally to pour water
down this so as to moisten the soil around
the earth plate.
*

*

*

If two equal resistances are connected in
series with each other the total resistance
is twice that of the resistance.

4 -pin adapter, and plugged into the valve
holder of the single -valuer ; the detector
valve was replaced. Unfortunately a large

loud speaker was not available, and the
one in use began to chatter when a fairly
loud record was played, but on broadcasting
the results were excellent.
The whole amplifier may be constructed
for less than £2.

being so filled with all sorts of designs,
blue prints, etc., gratis, that he finds that
he really does not know exactly which
type of set to build.
Not knowing much, and perhaps nothing
about wireless, he looks at all and sundry
and decides upon a particular set which
appears so very simple to build. So off
he goes, and this is where the advice part
of this article comes in.
First of all, if you have decided upon

the set you intend to build, BUILD IT.
That is to say, get on with it and do not
attempt to alter it half way through just because Jack Jones has another type that
works so well, etc.
Follow the Directions.

Yours will work equally as well, perhaps
better, so do not be misled. Remember the
people who have written up the article on
the set you are going to build KNOW some-

thing about it; and perhaps Jack Jones

doesn't, and he may be the means of
making your set a failure.

Immediately you begin you will find
heaps of pals who have built sets galore,
and rest assured you will NEVER build

the RIGHT set ; they all know better
what you SHOULD have done.

Carry on is the advice, and be careful

to carry out the instructions, and you
may then rest assured you will get a SET
all right.

Another piece of advice is this, that
when you get going nicely DO NOT experiment with it. Remember that the
people who wrote the article have already
done all the experimenting necessary, but
leave the set alone ; and if you are then
enthusiastic, try and get some more parts
and do your experimenting. Then, when

you feel that you want a change, try to
make a deal with the first set.
Buy British.

The groat point is this, that if you
bought a piano or a gramophone you
would never dream of tampering with it,
so why tamper with a wireless design ?

Don't be in a hurry ; do all the work
WELL and do not buy the very cheapest
goods you, can ; it will not pay, and if
you' really take care and do as suggested
by the article you will assuredly get a set

that will be a pleasure and not a source
of trouble.

the left can be seen the connections to the jack of the amplifieri while on the right is the L.T
switch. Note the symmetrical and compactly grouped lay -out of components The wiring is quite straightforward end is facilitated by this design.

Remember this and, if you like, call it
a maxim. ANYTHING will NOT do for
wireless, and that there is NOTHING
TOO GOOD for wireless. Get the best
you can afford, and by doing this you will
save yourself no end of trouble later on,
if not at the start.
As a last word, do not buy unknown
valves, etc ; be British and BUY British
goods, THEY ARE THE BEST.
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By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

A NOVEL ACCUMULATOR
Kw. AS MEASURE OF POPULARITY-AN INTERESTING LECTURE.

14.0 N*

*
A Novel Accumulator.

DEADERS will remember that I men -

of extra electricity consumed on the night
of the Tunney-Dempsey fight, which Was

IN tioned, a short time back, an invention
which had been sent to me in connection with accumulators and liquid rectifiers.

attribued to people staying up late to
listen to the description of the fight and
to read the newspaper accounts that
appeared in special editions shortly after-

igniting the mixed hydrogen and oxygen

wards.

this invention being for the purpose of
evolved during the working of the cell and
converting back to water so as to avoid the
necessity for topping up.

The extra load carried by the

company's generators did not fall off until
about three o'clock in the morning.

Several readers have written to me to
point out that the ignition of these gases
would probably fracture the containing

An Interesting Lecture.

Those of you who are interested in the
short-wave work and
particularly of the Beam system, will find
a very valuable paper in a recent issue of
the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers (Volume 16, No. 1). The paper
in question is by Senatore Marconi, and is
development of

very long and comprehensive, covering over
40 pages. It is a most useful and interesting

history of the development of radio communication in general and, of course, deals
specially with the experiments leading to

the Beam system with which Senatore
Marconi has been particularly associated.
The paper is one which, in any case, cannot

fail to prove extremely interesting to all
experimenters whether
specialise in short -waves or not.
wireless

they

(Continued on page 208.)

TRACKING THIEVES TELEGRAPHICALLY

vessel.

This, of course, is the first thing that

occurs to one's mind, but you will remember

that I remarked, at the time, that the case
of the accumulator or rectifier should be
made stronger than usual. At the same
time those who have written to me may
have perhaps an exaggerated idea of the
instantaneous pressure developed when
the mixed gases are ignited. If the ignition

spark occurs sufficiently frequently the
pressure developed may be comparatively
small.

In any case I understand that

this invention has been fully tried out
and that it is about to be adopted in
the United States, so I suppose any
possible snags of the kind which immediately suggest themselves have either

proved to be of no serious account or else
have been overcome.

By means of the latest apparatus for transmitting photos, it is now possible to send very lull descriptions o
suspected or "wanted " malefactors either by radio or by land -line. Above is a " warrant," complete with
finger print, received by the Berlin police by the Lorenz -Korn system. It is not television, for the process
demanis some minutes to " get over " just the one picture, but the result is remarkably successful.

Kw. as Measure of Popularity.

It has often been suggested that .a useful

addition to the multitude of meters and

indicating systems employed by a broadcast

transmitting station would be one which
indicated the popularity of the programme
or particular item which was being trans-

mitted at the moment. Such a meter

would, for instance, " go up " when any
of the various types of popular item was
being broadcast, but would certainly " go
down " wherever a talk came on. Its

indication would be equivalent to a sort of
instantaneous referendum from the listening
public as to the acceptability or otherwise
of the item in question. Suggestions have,
in fact, been seriously put forward that a

kind of " absorption meter " might be
provided, indicating the amount of the
radiation from the transmitting station
which was being absorbed by wireless
aerials.

The above -mentioned idea forms excellent material for the humorist and the wag

but, curiously enough, a meter has been

found which, in a sense, gives an indication
of the amount of listening -in. It proves to

be none other than the load meter (or set
of such meters) at the New York Edison

Company's -power station, and it might be
said that the kilowatt hour has provided a
" measuring

stick "

to

determine

the

relative popularity of broadcast features.
According to Mr. Arthur Williams, the Vice -

President of the New York Edison Company, there was about 6,000 dollars' worth

---4-11---
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NEWS FROM SAVOY HILL.

--

-*

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.

PROGRAMME PLANS FOR EASTER

*---

I

NEWCASTLE'S SCANDINAVIAN PROGRAMME-LIVERPOOL FEATURES.

Programme Plans for Easter

IN accordance with the practice of the
B.B.C., the programmes on Good
Friday, April 6th, will be in keeping with

the solemnity of the occasion, the hours of
transmission being restricted to those of an
ordinary Sunday, except that there will be
no break between the afternoon and evening
programmes. The afternoon concert from
London will be given by the Casano Octet,
following which, at 5.15 p.m., a Children's

Service, conducted by the Rev. A. R.
Brown Wilkinson, M.C., of St. Christopher's
College, will be relayed from Bournemouth.
At 6 o'clock 1Vlasefield's play " Good
Friday " will be taken from Glasgow, and at

7 o'clock a service will be heard from St.
Anne's Church, Manchester. The evening'
concert will take the form of a National
Symphony Concert, conducted by Sir Henry
Wood, and relayed from the Queen's Hall,
the music from which will consist of excerpts

from Wagner's " Parsifar

The interval

will be made between 8.50 and 9.10 p.m.
for the news bulletin and local announcements.

The programmes from 5 G B consist of a.
performance of the St. Matthew Passion by
Bach, the great sacred music drama which

was first performed at Leipzig on Good
Friday, 1729, since when it has become

firmly established as one of the finest sacred

musical works of all time. Later there will

be a concert of chamber music followed by a
religious service from Manchester, and then a

concert of vocal and instrumental works
provided from London.

Easter 'Sunday will be marked by the

broadcasting at 10.30 a.m. of Matins from
York Minister with an address by the Archbishop of York. This service will be heard
from London and 5 G B, as well as other
stations. The afternoon programme from

London is to be provided by the Wireless Military Band, while the evening service
(Continued on page 205.)
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AVERY popular receiver

has three valves. The
first is a detector, that

also provides reaction, which
is resistance -capacity coupled
to the second valve. The
second valve is transformer.
coupled to the third or output
valve.
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MAKING YOU
SET STABLE

described,

arranged as
and with this

additional anode resistance
and bypass condenser, gives
very good quality and does
not howl or " motor -boat."
For this reason it would be
a good thing to include the
stabilising device R3, C2 in
a receiver.

Such a receiver may be

connected as in Fig. 1.

transformer

Here

Dry batteries soon develop

R, is the anode resistance

a high internal resistance.

C the coupling condenser,
and R2 the grid leak ; T is
the transformer that is used
to couple the second and

their terminal

This does not mean that

joined to the detector valve,

third valves. You will notice

that a common high tension is applied to
all three anode circuits, and that a bypass
condenser, C1, of 2 microfarads is connected
across the high-tension battery.
" Common " Batteries.
A common grid -bias battery is also used,

but only a small part of it is applied to the
grid of valve V2 through the grid leak 112.

The point we wish to bring out is that the

receiver has one battery for the high-

tension circuits, one for the filaments, and
one for the grid circuits. It therefore follows

that if either of these batteries have resistance the valves have a common coupling.
This is undesirable.

We can ignore the filament circuit and
for the moment the grid circuit.. We will
confine ourselves to the high-tension supply

voltage is

much less than their rated
voltage, and, in fact, the
harmful effects of the bat-

*

-410--- *
+ How, in an inexpensive and simple
manner, you can eliminate howls

and other noises due to battery

coupling and, incidentally, make
+

your H.T. batteries last longer.
, By W. JAMES.

receiver must change when resistance is
present in the high-tension supply, if you
consider what happens when a signal is

applied to the last valve. The anode current
of this valve rises and falls according to the
signal voltage applied to the grid. This

varying current flows through the loud
speaker, and, of course, actuates it, but it
also flows through the high-tension supply.

Voltages corresponding to the signal are,

tery's resistance may be
very noticeable long before the battery is
discharged. The expense of the stabilising
resistance and condenser is saved because
a battery can be used for a longer period. It

is a common experience that the battery
may develop such a resistance that the
receiver " motor -boats " long before its
voltage has fallen to a point which would
warrant it being replaced. The stabiliser
helps prevent this.

The " Stabiliser " in Use.

If the stabiliser is added to an existing

receiver the working of the reaction circuit
may be altered. A little more capacity will
have to be put in to make the circuit oscil-

late, or if the circuit was one which only

oscillated when reaction condenser.was all in
it will be necessary to add a few more turns

therefore, produced across the high-tension
supply.

But the same high tension is

applied to all three valves. Therefore, the
varying voltage is applied to all the valves.
This .is passed through the amplifier and
tends to increase or decrease the fluctuating
currents.
Preventing the Trouble.
In bad cases the coupling produces a howl

which shows that self oscillation has set in.
The problem is, therefore, how best can one

arrange the circuit that the evil effects of
the resistance of the high-tension supply
are minimised.

and, the anode circuits of the valves. The
internal resistance of a new 'battery is
generally negligibly small, but after it has
been used for a length of time, depending
on its capacity and the construction of the

The first thing to be done is to reverse
the primary or the secondary winding of
the intervalve transformer T.. Notice that

modified.

primary that goes to the anode of the valve,

battery, its resistance increases to such a
value that the behaviour of the circuit is

When the high-tension circuit has a
negligibly low resistance it is quite fair to
assume that the amplification -frequency
characteristics of the receiver are exactly
what one would expect them to be from a
knowledge of the characteristics of the
individual stages. We can, in fact, look upon

only one of the windings has to he reversed,

and it does not matter much whether it is
the primary or the secondary.

As a rule it is the OP terminal of the

and the OS terminal of the secondary that
goes to the grid. The effect should be tried
of

joining the IP terminal to the plate,

or the IS terminal to the grid.
The effect of changing over one of the
windings as suggested is to help stabilise
the receiver. The effect produced on the

the circuit as though it had separate hightension batteries for each valve. But when
the high-tension supply has an appreciable
resistance the individual anode circuits are
no longer isolated. They are united through
a resistance common to them all.

quality of reproduction is as a rule quite

Cause of " Howling."

detector.

This greatly modifies the performance of
the receiver. Distortion may be produced,
" motor -boating " may occur, and, in some
cases, a howl may be emitted by the loud
speaker. .

You will see that the behaviour of the

negligible.

The next change that should be made to
the circuit will be understood by referring
to Fig. 2. In this drawing we show the first
and second valves only of the receiver, but
we have modified the anode circuit of the

We have added a further resistance, R3, to the anode circuit and a
bypass condenser, C2.

The value of R8 may be approximately
the same as that of Rr, and condenser C,
should be of 2 microfarads..

I have found that a receiver having the

Y499

to the reaction coil. The correct number can
soon be found by trial. Even when a battery
eliminator is used there is an advantage in
modifying the receiver as described. Certain
high-tension eliminators have a circuit for
the detector which includes a high resistance

and a bypass condenser, but even so, th4.
extra filtering provided by the resistance
and condenser is worth having
If you are already having trouble with
your receiver, and it is exhibiting any of
the above -mentioned symptoms, it is very
probable that " battery -coupling" is the

cause, as it is a frequent source of such

faults. But it may happen that an error in
design or connections is at the bottom of it

-the "stabiliser " is not a " cure all " !
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As references to these different processes are likely

FROM SIR OLIVER LODGE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir-Near the end of my last article on

" Television_" I made reference to the use of cathode

rays, or moving electrons, as the only things likely
to be sufficiently docile and controllable to be used
as the agents for television. No material things are
likely to be able to move quick enough ; but electrons
respond so instantaneously that if devices can be
invented for utilising them, the theoretical difficulties
connected with the required rapidity of motion would
begin to disappear, both from the sender and receiver,

especially as photo -electric response is almost infinitely
rapid.

to be frequent in the near future, you might find it
useful to draw the attention of your sub -editors to
this fundamental distinction between these methods.

$ CORRESPONDENCE.

Yours faithfully,

OUR £1,000
TELEVISION
CHALLENGE

[Nore.-The confusion referred to above chiefly
of this nature in "P.W." or in our technical c

concerns the daily Press. We have 'not noticed errors
temporaries.-E .1 it or.]

"REGIONAL " TWO ON SHORT WAVES

several occasions, and I think it will be a convenience
to your readers if I give references to his utterances,
so that they may look them up. They are as follows :
A letter to " Nature," June 18th, 1908 p. 151,

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our

entitled " Distant Electric Vision."
Presidential Address to the Rfintgen Society, on
November 7th, 1911, reported in " Nature " of
December 7th. 1911, p. 101, " Scientifle'Progress and
Prospects."

A Paper read before the Radio Society of Great
Britain on March 26th, 1924, on " The Possibilities
of Television."

I am, Sir,

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I -recently built the " Regional " Two,
as described in " P.W." No. 286. It gave excellent
results on the meditun and long waves, bringing in
44 stations on the 'phones and several at loudspeaker strength. I decided to wind a coil and try
for K D K A on 62'5 - metres. This station came
through at excellent strength from 11.15 p.m.
('phones). Quality was good and a very slight, quick
fading was experienced, but this gave no trouble.
I give a diagram of the coil in case any reader should
he interested. A small condenser, such as that used
in the " Sydney " Two, must be connected in series
with the aerial lead.. I am going to build a smaller
coil and try for 2 X A F and PCJJ in the near future.
Yours sincerely,
K. D. H. SELF.
Homehurch, Essex.

-" THAT RADIO SCEPTIC."

correspondents, and we

cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR..

*

but if he is really ready to demonstrate in the

positive way you have suggested, the demonstration
would immensely quicken the practical interest and
give direction to the research of many who already

Yours faithfully,

OLIVER LODGE.

believe in the possibility of television, but are in
doubt as to the line of experiment by which it may

OUR £1,000 TELEVISION CHALLENGE.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I would just like to say that I am

heartily in accordance with your challenge to Mr.
Baird, and I also think that your terms set down in
the challenge are extremely lenient, especially if
the present television claims are true.
If you will permit me, 'I would like to suggest that
in the event of Mr. Baird declining your challenge,
you still keep the offer of £1,000 open to any inventor
who can come forward and perform the feat according
to your terms.*
A prize of £1,000 would greatly stimulate invention

in this direction and may bring forth many valuable

I, for one, would perfect my own
ideas, which I think will greatly improve the present
apparatus. Of course, less than £1,000 could be
discoveries.

offered, that is your part of the business. I just

Suggest offering a prize.
Yours truly,
RONALD L. MANSE.
London, E.C.1.
(*This suggestion is under consideration.-The Editor.]

most hopefully be sought.

THE " VARIACTOR."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re the " Variactor Two," published in
your issue of January 7th, I made up the one -valve
part from a collection of odds and ends, aud, with
two small alterations, I find it the handiest and bees
one-valver I have ever tried. With little trouble

Yours faithfully,

J. S. MOULD

(Sales Manager),

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
147, Queen Victoria Street, London.

Dear Sir,-The controversy regarding Television
has undoubtedly reached the stage when it becomes

can get from ten to twelve stations including Madrid,
Toulouse and the big German stations. I found that
with the loading coil at back of baseboard sufficient
reaction could not be obtained. Arguing that if the

rounding its possibilities and limitations. If, as we
understand, the £1,000 challenge is designed to prove

reach to the other, I placed the loading coil to opposite
side of variometer and was surprised at the improve-

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

highly desirable to raise the veil of mystery sur-

variometer reached to one side it ought equally to

whether or no television in its present state of development can fulfil the expectations which have
been aroused in the public mind, then we congratulate
you in performing a public service. In the interest
of all concerned, including the inventors, we sincerely hope that the challenge will be accepted, and
the present' possibilities and limitations of Television
made widely known.-Yours faithfully,

ment. Then, to save pulling out big coil when altering a broadcast wave -length, I fitted a home-made

two-way switch, so that I could cut out large coil

completely. This, with two separate aerial terminals,
makes the handiest set anyone could wish for. I have
tried it on four different aerials including an indoor
aerial, and with a P.M.1 for detector-it is the goods I
Thanking you for such circuits as this.
Yours truly,
W. SMITH.
Great Xarmouth.

D. BURNE-JONES

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir -I have read with interest your article
and that of Sir Oliver Lodge on Television. I gather
that in your view Mr. Baird has encountered a
cul-de-sac, as it were, in his line of television experimenting, and his refusal to accept your challenge
and the opportunity indicate that he is conscious of
his limitations.

What I am curious to know is-assuming the

Press account of the " Berengaria ".incident is true
[ -how is it he cannot accept your challenge ?

(Managing Director),
Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.
288, Borough High Street., S.E.1.

Dear Sir.-In a paragraph which recently appeared
in a number et newspapers dealing with an advertise-

with regard to Television rather surprised me. But
having read the issue for March 10th, 1928, and the
challenge to Mr. Baird, I have been convinced that

in the newspapers, we think it might not be out of
place if we draw your attention to the fact that there

Dear Sir,-The attitude adopted by "P.W."

" P.W." is in earnest, and have therefore changed
my opinion.
Every new thing seems to be deprecated-it was
always so. From telescopes to the Atlantic cable. from
gunpowder to aeroplanes-all have been deprecated.
Why do not the " velvet edged " pessimists learn a
lesson, with all the preceding failures of pessimists
to make pessimistic predictions before them ?
If the science of electricity had had as much
publicity two or three hundred years ago, as television
and ordinary wireless are having to -day both
wireless and television would have been beyond their
infancy a hundred years ago. Present systems of
television seem to lead to dead ends. So did' the
first methods employed in wireless, until Marconi

Dear. Sir.-After reading Mr. Elston's letter in
to -day's "P.W.," I feel I must reply to it. I have
been a reader of " P.W." practically from the first
issue, and have got a great deal of useful information
I constructed a three -valve receiver
from it.
(Det. and 2 L.F.), from details Given in " P.W,"
which will tune from 60 to 3,000 metres, using
home-made honeycomb coils, and will bring in
fifteen stations' on the loud speaker and a great
number on the 'phones, which I think speaks very

" TELEVISION," " PHOTO -RADIO," AND

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yours,
THOS. J. COE.

" THAT RADIO SCEPTIC ! "

The Editor,

" FACSIMILE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

ment-concerning the Province of Buenos Aires
Loan-transmitted by wireless from New York to
London, the process by which this advertisement
was transmitted was described as Television, and the
heading put up " Advertisements by Television."

New Malden, Surrey.

" REGIONAL " TWO ON, SHORT WAVES.

1

When I wrote my article I had entirely forgotten
'that a suggestion to the same effect was made long

ago by Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S. on

well for " P.W." circuits. I might add that my aerial
is rather badly screened by buildings, and is not very

This is not correct.
Seeing that Television is now frequently mentioned

high, being eighteen feet at the lead-in end, and
thirty-five feet the other.
Wishing your paper every success.
Yours faithfully,
E. J. WALKER,
Ware. Herts.

is a distinct difference between Television and Photo radio or Facsimile transmission. Television is essen-

t ally the reproduction at a distance of things that

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I should like to say a few candid words
I received 49 low -wave European stations (details
to Mr. B. Elston. On the nights of March 2nd and 3rd,

enclosed for Editor's perusal) on a cone speaker.
In the early morning of March 4th I logged 18
U.S.A. stations on headphones (I await confirmation
from " World Radio "). On March 5th I picked up
W G Y at 11.25 p.m. At 12.15 a.m. I transferred
him to loud speaker, which he worked at weak
strength. While reception conditions may have
been exceptional, I rarely have any trouble in

showed the way. The difficulties always get solved.
The chief difficulty with regard to television seems
to be the light-sensitive device.

picking up plenty of stations. A passage from Mr.
Dowding's excellent article reads : ." My practised

hand was soon able to rope them in from all over
the continent." Here is the crux of the whole
matter. Other essentials I find are good layout,
components, and detector valve. These results were
obtained with a modified 0-v-2 placed on the mar-

Probably the television sets of the future will
not employ a large screen, but two small ones,
viewed through eyepieces-like the stereoscope.
This, to some extent, will solve the problem of
bright light at the receiving end. The variation

of intensity of the light is another problem. A elite
might be found to this in experiments relating to the

Interference of Light, and Fresnel's Mirror Experiment.
The challenge made to Mr. Baird interests me very
much. The conditions seem to be very reasonable,

all things considered, and I am sure all readers of
" P.W.' and others as well will follow developments
P. S. ItOnsost.
with interest.
Barras Bridge, Nesveastle-upon-Tyne.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your challenge to

Mr.

Baird,

as

published in your issue of March 10th, is distinctly
interesting, and because progress in this intriguing

quest is much to be desired, I hope to hear that
Mr. Baird has accepted it.

It might not be necessary to jump to the conclusion
that no progress has been made in the Baird system,

even if Mr. Baird should not take up the challenge,

W. G. RICHARD.,

Chief of Publicity Department,
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,

ket by a popular valve maker.
Yours faithfully,
W. A. E. ROWETT.
Cornwall.

REACT/ON CON. 87aQms NoM DSC
SECONDARY WINDING

TURNS /V022

THOSE " ROLLING -IN " STATIONS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

C

TAPPED A r 7 TURNS

Dear Sir,-I greatly enjoyed reading the letter of
" A Radio Sceptic," as J think some of the performances of the amateurs must make even Mr.:

rli4S

are actually happening at the moment. Tills has
not yet been put into practice commercially.
Photo -radio or Facsimile transmission is, on the
other hand. the transmission by electrical means of
still pictures and of documents and diagrams of
various kinds which are received in the exact form in
which they are transmitted. This system has been
in commercial use between the Radio Corporation of
America's station in New York and the Marconi
Company's station in London, since May, 1926.

Marconi gasp. Witness E.C.'s letter from Co..
Wicklow, on February 18th last, describing his " Q. and

A." Set, a straight two.
'

I will quote his words :
" The stations rolled in one after another, altogether
between 35 and 40."

Now, I have made quite a few iu the last three
years, but if this reader can do this on two, I shall

give my three away, and buy a gramophone.
Yours sincerely,
" OLD Timita,"

Popular Wireless, March 31st, 1928.
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AS THE LAST notes of the Savoy Bands
die away Big Ben's giant gong strikes out

the midnight hour, and if you have a
LISSEN Transformer in your set the notes
sound so clear and true that you might

be standing upon the silent forecourt of
the Abbey. For the LISSEN Transformer
fully amplifies every note, every tone,

every harmonic, every overtone in a background of silence.

TEST IT FREE FOR 7 DAYS !
No matter what other Transformer may
be specified, buy LISSEN L.F. Transformers
when set building ; test them in your
chosen circuit for seven days-then if you
are not satisfied take them back to the

shop where you bought them and the

dealer will refund your money.
This is a guarantee which only LISSEN
gives ---for the LISSEN Transformer may be

used in every set and every circuit, no
matter what else may be specified, and
10,000 radio dealers sell it under the unconditional guarantee given above.

LifiCEN
TRANSFORMER
LISSEN LIMITED,

8-16, FRIARS LANE,
RICHMOND, SURREY.
Managing Director: Thomas N. Cole.

4
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reaction coil.

A DISTURBING FAULT.

series with the aerial, and also connected
across grid and filament of the valve ; the
other part of the coil is used for reaction.

Possibly your set might not have developed this trouble,

If our coil is not centre -tapped, but tapped
say at one -quarter way down from one end,
in Figs. 2 and 3 we can alter the selectivity

but you never know
13y H. J. B. C.

METAL panels for use in wireless receiving sets are no doubt proving
very popular in many quarters, and
deservedly so, for not only are they cheap
and of pleasing appearance, but in a set
designed specially for employing a metal
panel' the amount of wiring can be reduced

by taking advantage of the metallic connection provided by the panel itself.
A Recent Experience.

Particular care must be exercised, however, to ensure that the incorporation of this
particular arrangement does not lead to a
personification of the phrase concerning
" a good servant but a bad master." This

was brought home to me very forcibly

just recently through the location of rather

The set was accordingly taken from its
cabinet, the L.T. switch examined, and the
fault at once revealed. A metal panel was

in use, and the switch had been packed
at the back with washers and one side of the

switch was joined to the top washer by a
short lead, see Fig. 1 (b).

This particular washer had a segment
cut away to prevent it touching the other
switch contact, but, unfortunately, during
the process of mounting, or as the result of
a loose nut, it had slipped from the
position shown in Fig. 1 (a).
Now the screw holding contact B in place

projected slightly at the back, with the
result that the washer was shorting contacts A and B, and hence the valve filaments

were switched on all the time irrespective

by interchanging the connections at A and

of the position of the push-pull switch.

To change from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 it is
only necessary to reverse the coil in its
C.

RSO

Swat Spitiokg

holder, which can easily be arranged for in
any home-made coil.

I OVERCOMING
RESISTANCE.

If a multi -tapped coil is available the

selectivity may be varied in steps.

'

(a)

I

ASHER I

I

($NWED) I
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I
I

I
I
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to swim for aid, but they knew that the

I BACK OF
I

PRMFI..

I
I

SHORT
4E140

I

Simply

by altering the position of the tap B, and

picnic party was forced to remain
THEon one side of the river owing to
the sudden rising of the floods.
Galvan Ometer, a huge Pole, volunteered

I

NET.41.

The coil is generally tapped

at the mid -point B-the part A B is in

I

resistance of

the swift current

would

ampere him.

We shall have to get ohm by the

bridge," said one gentleman with it large
joule. But when they reached this, they
found that it was sagging in the middle.
" I am positive I can volt that gap," ,said,
Galvan Ometer. There were cries in the

negative, but " Watts that to me ! " he
an unusual fault in a two -valve receiver

I had cause to examine.
The set was situated in one room of the -

house, with a loud -speaker jack in the
drawing -room, and it appears that the
procedure always adopted was to switch
on the set, then retire to the drawing -room

and insert the loud -speaker plug into the
jack for the evening's entertainment.
When the programme was finished the plug
was withdrawn and then one of the family

was deputed to go and switch off the set.

cried, determined to risk it and cell his life
for his friends. He laid his switch down,
and bundled himself up into a coil. After
a series of swings, he let go, and describing

an arc, landed safely on the other side.

Examining the broken part, he exclaimed :

"It's only these two ions which have
snapped-that's the key to the whole
thing. I'll soon fix them so that you can

come across on these two parallel beams."
They cheered ; and Mr. A. M. Meter

" Anode 'e could do it, lad, yet I
would have been filled with re -Morse if
said

he had perished. Yes, he is a brave fellow."
E. W. H.

Always " On."

It transpired that the accumulators
(two being kept in alternate use to prevent
any break in the use of the set) only lasted

for about a sixth of their expected time,
while the H.T. battery ran down in a relatively short periods Further questioning
elicited the information that the average
nightly use was for four hours-i.e. ono

FLEXIBILITY WITH
THE " HARTLEY."
THE increase in selectivity of the Hartley

over the more common circuits of a
detector valve is due to two causes :
The similarity between these two pro- - (a) the reduction of damping caused' by
portions caused me to suggest that the the valve itself, and (b) the reduction of
set had not been properly switched off, damping caused by the aerial.
sixth of a day.

and in consequence the valves were consum- -

ing current day and night.

The Hartley circuit is indicated in Fig. 1,
where A.C. is the combined tuning and

no dead ends are formed at any tapping.
Incidently, variation of the tapping point
gives a rough control over reaction which,
may be very useful, particularly if a small
capacity is used at C1, and the set is re-

quired to cover a large range of wavelength.

P. G. B.
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You need the pure power of the Lissen Battery
in your set if you want to hear glorious opera
at its best. Not only is there long life in the
Lissen Battery but it gives a sustained power
through many hundreds of programmes. With
its large cells, low internal resistance, with a
new combination of chemicals embodied in a
new process known only to Lissen the cells of
the Lissen Battery generate abundant energy
and the current flows always so noiselessly, so
smoothly, that every instrument of an orchestra
and every note of music, every word of song, is
clear and distinct.

If you want your loud speaker utterance to
remain natural and true throughout the longest
programme, use only the Lissen Battery.
Obtainable at 10,000 radio dealers. Ask for it in
a way that shows you mean to have a Lissen
and will take no other.
60
66

volt- (reuds
7/11

100 volt (reads 108 v.) 12111

60 volt Super Power 1316

LISSEN LIMITED (Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE), 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
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claE TUNING
for grgater

How delightful to be always certain

of your station-to be able to tune
in whatever station you desire
with no time wasted in undecided
searching.

Fit your set with a Dubilier
K. C. Condenser which has
been specially designed to
render true kilocycle tuning.
With no other type of condenser are the stations so

adequately distributed
round the dial.
In design and workmanship, the Dubilier K.C.
Condenser maintains the

recognised standard of

1. VANES of stout brass sheet. 2. SPACERS, between which vanes
are firmly clamped, ensuring rigidity and eliminating Possible resistance through loose connections. Consistent spacing assured by the
extreme accuracy to which spacers are turned. 3. TERMINALS-one
giving direct connection u-ith the frame and rotary vanes and the
other with the fixed vanes. 4. INSULATORS of high quality moulding
material under compression, forming an effective insulation of the
stator hales, and eliminating dielectric losses. 5. END PLATES
of the skeleton type, ensuring rigidity and lightness. 6. KNOB AND
DIAL of finest finish and engraved in 180 single degrees. Diameter
4 ins. Main knob rotates moving vanes direct. 2. SMALL KNOB.
This moves independently' of the main knob and works a slowanrotion
drive. 8. SLOW-MOTION DRIVE. Approximate reduction ratio
of 200-1 enabling Precise tuning adjustmmtts to be easily secured.
9. BALL RACE. riving a velvet -smooth movenunt whether the direct
or slow-motion drive is used, and with entire absence of backlash in
tither case. One Hole Fixing-II in. clearance. A large nut is Provided for mounting on Panel. Maximum Capacity '0005. Price

(including knob and dial), 12/,

Dubilier efficiency and,
like all Dubilier pro-

ducts, is unsurpassed

in performance.

DUBILIER
©139

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3.
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THE tuning of a receiver which has one
or more tuned H.F. stages is greatly

Details of a simple method of making your own " gang " condensers. I

simplified by the use of gang -controlled
condensers. The tuning coils must, of course,

be matched, or nearly so, and it is then
vastly simpler to rotate the variable condensers together, with one knob, than to

By A. V. D. Hort, B.A.

of the coupling, sliding the bolt along the
slot in the required direction and tightening

the terminal head again.

If you need a

wider range of adjustment, make the slotted

ebonite strip and the strip opposite to it
longer.

The slot should be wide enough to

allow free play for the 4 B.A. bolt, as the

adjust separate dials to the correct readings.
The condensers now obtainable in ganged

easy to' construct, but it does not permit
of much adjustment of one of the con-

form are coupled together by means of

their spindles. This method of coupling
is not easy with existing single condensers,
and it is a job which is hardly possible in
most amateur workshops. There is one type

densers independently of the other. A slight
difference in the settings -of the vanes can

be obtained by slacking the nuts at one

end of the coupling, turning' the ebonite strip

latter has to move through an are of a circle

in making the adjustment.
The Friction Adjustments.

The friction adjustment of the con-

densers is important. The front one should
be normal. Slack the spindle of the rear one
until the vanes will fall back of themselves
when they are lifted. There will then be

no risk of straining the coupling or the
ESON/TE- SER/PA5

5PAC/NG

/A, /561/

/WASHER5

fecwirE

Sraies

vanes,

63A
CLEARANCE

The front condenser is mounted

on the panel in the usual way. Tho rear one

is supported by a metal bracket standing
on an ebonite base, or on a vertical strip

of ebonite fixed to the baseboard with

brackets or against a block of wood as in
the photograph. Be specially careful to
align the condensers as exactly as possible.

If they are out of line, they will not turn

TiRAI/NAL HEAD

r SOLDERED
To VANE

s noothly.

%.sfilawrE 5rops

XPIC

of condenser, however, which lends itself to

ganging by another method. An example
of a two -gang condenser constructed in this

way is shown in one of the diagrams.
The components to use are S.L.F. condensers with long moving vanes held
together at their outer ends with some form
of .clip or bolt.
Easy to Construct.

The coupling shown in Fig.

1

is the

simplest. Here the moving vanes are held

.at their ends by a bolt. To make the coupling, take out this bolt and put in a slightly
longer one. Clamp on this an ebonite strip

48 A
CLEARANCE

/76.2.

through a small angle and tightening up.
More Satisfactory Type.

This, of course, throws the 4 B.A. rod out
of line and tends to twist the moving vanes,
but provided that the difference between the

two condensers is not too great, no harm
will be done.

In Fig. 2 are given details of a much

more satisfactory type of coupling. It is a
bit more troublesome to make, but it gives

a fine adjustment without throwing the
coupling out of line.

A pair of condensers

fitted with this coupling are, shown in
the photograph, which illustrates also
the method of mounting
them. In these con-

densers a bolt through
the ends of the vanes

5,14 A C4IielA.VCG

C !NM,

vanes, since the moving

;face

vanes do not Overhang

7e5,54z,gr

the fixed ones. A fibre
strip is, therefore, fitted

Aeouch,

Are., W.ves

Of (...avOZAIJEP.5

/76/

would cause a shortcircuit with 'the fixed

V333

to the ends of the moving vanes. The coupling
is

of the dimensions given, and fix a 4 B.A.
rod of the required length at the other end
of the strip. The second condenser is

fastened to the other end of the rod in a
similar manner.

This form of coupling is

fixed

to the con-

densers by means of cheeseheaded 6 B.A.
bolts soldered to the outside moving vanes.
Independent adjustment of one condenser relative to the other is effected by
slackening the terminal head on one side

The two condensers connected together by the
method explained above.

You will not have the vernier balancing
adjustments provided on commercial models,

bat it is very easy to employ what is
known as a "trimming condenser." This

is a small " vernier " condenser of say
-0001 mfds. connected across one of the

sections of your home-made gang for
balancing.
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being in a state of gentle,

THE frame aerial is perhaps one of the most

FRAME
AERIAL

neglected of wireless
devices. Presumably every-

body knows what a frame
aerial is, but most amateurs
fight shy of using one. It
is quite a common belief
that a frame aerial is very
inefficient, and apart from

RECEPTION

self-contained portable sets

J. ENGLISH.

and has the

the same time to keep in

tune. A final adjustment of

this condenser then produces
maximum signal strength.
The -peculiar effect is

be coming in_ well and the set appear to
be in tune, there is just one critical setting

By

Ignoring for the moment the degree of
efficiency, the case for the frame aerial
is quite a strong one. It is compact and
easily transportable, it is cheaply and
easily constructed, it is free from the
dangers of lightning and minimises atmospherics and interference. Above all it

condenser being moved at

Some

super -heterodyne receiver.

for successful use with a
modest receiver require careful consideration ; properly
used they are then far from inefficient and
possess important advantages over the
outside aerial.

carefully slackened off until
the receiver is in the pre oscillation state, the tuning

practical not es
on the subject.

in use unless it is with a
This general belief that
frame aerials are too inefficient to be worth while probably arises from using too
small a frame and using it
incorrectly. Frame aerials

oscillation. Reaction is then

noticed of a sudden jump
in signal- strength when the tuning condenser is exactly in tune, with the set

one rarely sees a frame aerial

increases selectivity,

just off oscillation. Although signals may

where maximum signals are heard. Without the modern slow-motion devices it is
difficult to obtain this fine tuning. Hand

capacity effects, however, although they
can be troublesome, can be largely avoided
by careful design and construction.
the local, but during both summer and win-

ter months, I have toured Europe on the
'phones on many evenings, stations a

thousand miles away coming in with extraordinary clarity. Atmospherics have always

been considerably less than with outside
aerial and fading not so marked.
When searching for distant signals the
frame is rotated until one position gives
the strongest heterodyne note, the receiver

well-

Short -Wave Possibilities.

It is well known that the efficiency of the
frame aerial increases as the wave -length
decreases. This opens up possibilities for
short-wave reception where the efficiency

of the frame may approach that of the

ordinary small aerial. As a basis of experiment the frame should. have 3 to 4 turns,

with a variable tapping for the filament
lead.

known property of directional reception.

used.

One of the essentials for

satisfactory results on all
wave -lengths is the elimination of receiver noises. When
there is -a perfectly quiet
" background " weak signals
are naturally more easily
readable.
The desired state of affairs

Constructional Details.

The frame aerial should have a side of at

least 3 ft. ; but more than 3 ft. 6 in.
The

construction

of

is

the

secured by using
reasonably fresh H.T. and
can be

former upon which the frame is wound
should .be rigid, using the least material

grid -bias batteries, a reliable
grid leak and condenser,

The frame winding must be well
insulated, space wound, using for preference
possible.

and a transformer free froth

stranded wire, of which there are several

graphic and telephonic communication,

RADIO JOTTINGS.

reaction winding as described below.
The receiver attached to the frame aerial

requires to be simple, straightforward and
efficient. A regenerative detector must be

hinges the whole success of frame aerial

California.

Smooth Reaction Control.

The musical instruments used by one of
the bands whose dance music is broadcast
regularly by W J Z, New York, are valued
at over £2,000.

Undoubtedly the best method is to react

straight into the frame, as shown in the
theoretical diagram on this page. The

usual form of capacity control is used and,
with proper adjustments of H.T. and
filament voltages, a very smooth reaction
control is possible. Given this super -smooth
control, plus a slow-motion tuning condenser,

it is surprising how far one can reach out
with a receiver like this.' Careful tuning is
necessary for the best results, but modern
condensers simplify the operation greatly.
Of course, the receiver will not give loudspeaker results on any station other than

ceiving and transmitting set capable of
over

miles.

A record for amateur telephony in daylight was recently established by G 5 H S,
of London, and U 6 Z A T, of Los Angeles,

reception. Maximum signal strength de upon delicate tuning at the stage
pen
pri
oscillation.

the Government of Ceylon have been experimenting with a portable wireless recommunicating

used for fullest sensitivity and upon the
manner of applying and controlling reaction

leakage.

A simple but efficient frame aerial circuit.

kinds specially manufactured for this
purpose. For a wave -length range of

approximately 200 to 550 metres using a
.0003 mfd. tuning condenser, 14 turns are
required. Three of these comprise the

Alternatively a modi-

fied Hartley circuit can he

A long list of merits you may say, but useless without some degree of efficiency as
an aerial. This I hope to show is far
higher than is generally believed. A modest
receiver, such as a detector and one or two
L.F. stages is ample for DX work.

unnecessary.

1928.,

*

An enterprising New York newspaper,
" The Evening Telegram," has announced
that its radio department is investigating
the possibilities of transmission on a wavelength of only three-quarters of a metre.
*

*

*

Owing to the interruptions caused by
storm and floods to the ordinary - tele-

of

300

It has been officially computed that the

world contains no less than 18,000,000
radio receiving sets.
*

Radio on railway trains is becoming increasingly popular on the Continent, and
successful experiments have recently been
carried out on the Warsaw railway.

a range

*

The first direct wireless messages between

England and Australia were transmitted
from Carnarvon on September 22nd, 1918,
and were picked up in Sydney, New South
Wales.

*

*

Four 'thousand metres is the longest
wave -length used in Europe for broad-

casting, this being one of the wave -lengths
-of the Berlin Koenigswusterhaus.en station,
*

*

*

The Belfast Station was opened on

November 4th, 1923.

The crystal as a wireless detector was
discovered by an
Dunwoody, in 1906.

American,

General
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Here is_a fascinatingly simple and

T T always seems to me rather a curious
1 thing that one of the most efficient
and fascinating forms of the single valve reaction circuit, namely the Hartley,
should also be one of the most neglected.
Probably this is due to some extent to the

of cost, and it must not be forgotten that
the Reinartz requires two variable condensers, although one of these may be of
the relatively cheap type of .0001 mfd.
developed for reaction purposes. Again
it must not be assumed that the Reinartz

fact that one form or another of the popular

necessarily gives the loudest possible signals

that can be obtained with a detector valve.
'481181111111MiiiiIffiffialallffiaffiliffinianitinamuinalll*

=
...=

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

E 1 Panel, 12 in. x 7 in. x i in. or Ain. F-=
(any good branded material).
E 1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in. =
=
=
FL:

=

(Artcraft,
Bond, Cameo,
Makerimport, Pickett, Raymond, etc.).
deep

1

:14

.0005 mid. variable condenser with
slow-motion or vernier dial (Ripault i

in original. Any good make).
E
-and -off switch (Benjamin, Bowyer- E.
= 1 OnLowe,
Igranic, Lissen, Lotus, etc.).
=
:g1 Panel -mounting neutrodyne condenser
(Peto-Scott in original. Any standard
make).
2 Board -mounting coil sockets (L. & P., E
Lotus, Magnum, Peto-Seott, etc.).

Tricky Circuits.

As a matter of fact, there are a number
of special circuits which, when working at

their best, will beat the average Reinartz
for signal strength, although, of course, it
does not follow that they have quite all
the other advantages of the Reinartz.
Many of these circuits are admittedly a
little difficult to operate, troublesome to
adjust so that reaction is smooth, and so

efKcient little set-just the one to
give You real DR results. It is
a special design of the " P.W."

1

Research Department, and has been
given exhaustive tests.
Described by
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

on.

Many of them possess some slight

drawback or other which is not present, in
the Reinartz, but nevertheless they form a
very fascinating field for those who have
acquired a little skill in handling wireless
receivers, and can appreciate the very good

results obtainable by the expenditure of
just a little time in practising their operation:

The Hartley forms a very good example
of a circuit of this kind, giving the possibility, as it does, of particularly good
(Continued on next page.)

mfd. fixed condenser (Clarke,
= 1 0003
Dubilier, Goltone, Lissen, Mullard,
E

141

=

T.C.C., etc.).

1 2-megohm grid leak with holder or
=
other mounting (Dubilier, Igranic,
Lissen, Mullard, etc.).
= 1 Sprung valve socket (Benjamin, Burn dept, Burne-Jones, B.T.H., Cosmos,
%rani°, Lotus, Marconiphone, Pre - F-E. vision, Pye, W.B., etc.).
'" 1 Baseboard filament rheostat (Igranic, E.
E.
Lissen, or similar type).
1 H.F. choke (Bowyer -Lowe, Burne- F -Li
Jones, Cosmos, Lissen, Igranic, R.I. &
=
=
Varley, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 8 in. x 11 in. x fin.
..

S Terminals (plain type, or engraved,

such as Belling & Lee, Eelex, Igranic,
etc.).

=

Wire, screws, short piece of flex, etc.

=
=

71ifilinniUmiliffinifintilinutinuffiliinniumiumuitimiiF

Reinartz has now become almost standard

practice for the detector circuit, and so
experimenters are ceasing to pay much
attention to other arrangements.
Why the Reinartz ?

No doubt the Reinartz circuit has a

number of very solid advantages, such as
the possibility of obtaining beautifully

smooth reaction control, reasonably good
selectivity, ease of control, and so on, but
it does not follow necessarily that it is the
best possible arrangement for a ,detector
valve. For example, there is the question

You will gain a good idea of the;aimplicity of the receiver from this back -of -panel photograph.
two plug-in coils which are used and the small reaction control condenser.

Note he
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44-4-41.

" HARTLEY."

THE

roux previous page.)
(Continued fVALVER.

with smooth reaction
control with very few of the disadvantages
coupled

associated with so many of these special
circuits. Its particular advantages are
relative cheapness, in that only one full
size tuning condenser is needed, the reaction

control being obtained by what is usually
called a neutrodyne condenser and, further,
high sensitivity and selectivity. When
properly designed and well-built,. the only

real drawback which can be regarded as
inherent in the circuit is that of a slight
difficulty in tuning which results from the

fact that neither

side

of the variable

condenser can be connected to earth, so
that there may be some slight trouble with
hand -capacity

difficulty,

This

effects.

however, can usually be got over almost
completely by the use of a good vernier dial
with an operating knob which is separated

from the main body of- the condenser so

that one's hand does not approach very
closely while tuning in.

121111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111119!

to operate and can be strongly recom-

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
One filament socket of the valve

single -valve reaction circuits, and feel that

holder to one end of the grid -leak holder,
and to one side of the filament resistance.
Other side of resistance to one side of

mended to those who have tried ordinary

ONE -

signals,

When this is done a well -designed Hartley

receiver can prove a most fascinating set

they would like something a little more
specialised and capable of giving finer
results in the hands of an operator prepared to cultivate just a little delicacy of
touch.
Cheap But Good.

It has seemed to me such a pity that the
merits of this very excellent little circuit
should be neglected that a special design
has been prepared by the " P.W. " Research

Department, to enable those readers who

are interested in this sort of thing to try
The set has been

it out for themselves.

so as to be very
simple, and, of course, as cheap as possible
as consistent with really good results.

carefully designed

The set has been built on the American
plan of a vertical front panel carrying the
tuning and reaction controls and the on and -off switch, with all the rest of the
components neatly arranged on the baseboard inside the cabinet, and although this,

maybe, is slightly more expensive than
the flat-topped cabinet, it is perhaps the
only extravagance which has been com-

the L.T. switch.
Remaining side of switch to the L.T.

+ terminal.

L.T. - to H.T. - terminal, to the

remaining filament socket of the valve
holder, to the centre tap on the aerial
secondary coil via a flexible lead, to the
earth terminal and to the socket of the
aerial primary coil holder.

Aerial terminal to the plug of the

aerial primary coil holder.

Grid of valve holder to one side of
the .0003 mfd. fixed grid condenser,
and to the remaining end of the grid -leak
holder.

Other side of the '0003 mfd. grid

condenser to the socket of the secondary
aerial, coil holder and to the fixed vanes

of the *0005 mid. secondary tuning
condenser.

Plug of secondary aerial coil holder
to one moving vanes terminal on the

*0005 mfd. secondary tuning -condenser.

Remaining moving vanes terminal
on the tuning condenser to one side of
the reaction condenser. (With other
makes of condensers used for the
secondary tuning this lead will be

joined to the moving vanes terminal

iiiif

which is also Joined to the plug of the

iSCALEf /N /NCHES
f
W/R//VC D/ACRA/11

secondary coil holder.)
/,TH 47 TER 44/4/14- /S COMMON
TERNINVA L,
TO OPPOS/TE
CONNECT/ON BE/NC AAA OE
TNROLICH THE METAL FRAME.

M

COND.

0

side of the reaction condenser.

Remaining side of the H.F. choke
to the 'phones - terminal.
'Phones ± terminal to the H.T.
terminal.
This completes the wiring.

(-11
NEC/
0

Plate of valve holder to one side of
the H.F. choke and to the remaining

0

REACT/OH)

mitted, and it is still possible to build the
set for about two pounds, even if quite a
good cabinet is purchased ready-made,

.0005,44.6.

0

SECO/VOA R Y

2.7.'Sw/rc /

TUN/NC CO/V.0`
C)
A'

O

instead of being made at home.
The circuit is reproduced on these pages,
and those who are skilled in reading circuit
diagrams will perhaps be interested to take

a look at it at this point. A separate
coupled aerial circuit is provided of the semiaperiodic type, and this is one of the special
features of this particular design. This

feature is, as a matter bf fact, particularly
helpful in these days, when most people

value highly the power to cut out their
local station and receive foreigners and
5 G B when desired, and this is easily
achieved in most places by the choice of a

suitable size of coil for the aerial. For

the ordinary broadcast band of 250 to 550
metres, the coil will usually be about a 35,
although a smaller coil may sometimes be
necessary to increase selectivity.

TO CENTRE

TAP ON CO/G

Selectivity.

You will find that the larger this coil
within limits, that is to say, up to about
No. 40, the stronger the signals for any

H.F. C.Hoira

given station, but if the coil is made too big

you may find that selectivity will suffer
seriously. Thus, you should aim at using
as large a coil as you can without getting
AERIAL

PR/MARY

W/57.

--PHONE

NZ+ H.T.- 1.7- 1.74- EARTH AERIAL

into trouble with your local station. With
small, and indoor, aerials, you will naturally
use the larger size of coil. On the longer
band of waves (5 X X, etc.) a No. 100 will
usually be correct for the aerial circuit.
(Continued on page 191.)
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Why are Marconiphone Accumulators so extraordinarily long-lived ?
What is the secret behind their marked
superiority ? It lies in the plates-the
heart of every accumulator. For only
in Marconiphone can you obtain plates

built from the new formulw especially to resist acid attack.

Remember, too, that all parts of Marconiphone Accumulators are
protected against sulphuric acid fumes ; the separators are made
from the finest ebonite ; the substantial celluloid container allows
easy inspection of acid level, and a host of other features ensure
unfailing service under all conditions.
Write now for full particulars. Marconiphone Accumulators
are sold by most Wireless Dealers.
2 volt, 20 amp. hours
2 volt, 30 amp. hours
2 volt, 40 amp. hours
4 volt, 20 amp. hours
4 volt, 30 amp. hours
4 volt, 40 amp. hours
6 volt, 20 amp. hours
6 volt, 30 amp, hours
6 volt, 40 amp. hours

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD. (Dept. P.),
132S.go

Without
crates.

Complete
with crates.

s.
11
13

d.
6

£ s. d.
15 3
18 6

0

1

1

0

1

16
2

6

1

7

0

1

7

0

1 13 0
1 18 0
1 19 3

1
1

2
2

210.212,

Tottenham

Court

12
13

3

0.

0

9
6

8

0

2

..

7

0

214 6

Road, LONDON, W.I.

100
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you will find that the wiring automatically
becomes very simple and there is little
need to take any great pains in spacing out.
You will see in the photographs that the

THE " HARTLEY "
ONE-VALVER.

original wiring was done on the straight
point-to-point system, running wires by

(Continued from page 188.)

practically the shortest paths possible from
Coupled to this aerial coil is a secondary
which is tuned by a variable condenser connected across its two ends in the ordinary

manner, and this will be a No. 60 for the
ordinary broadcast band, or a No. 250 for
the 5 X X range. This coil, it will be
noted, is of the centre -tapped variety, and
in the circuit diagram you will see that this

one terminal or soldering tag to the next.
This makes quite an efficient arrangement
but, of course, you can if you like try the
right angle method, which no doubt looks
very much neater although there may be
some slight theoretical sacrifice of efficiency

(probably not measurable with so simple
a set). The wiring can naturally be carried
out with practically any material the constructor chooses, such
as bare wire covered
with Systoflex, barn
wire without covering,

/2'

covered wire such as
Glazite, a special mate-

rial such as Juilit, and
"weir co.vog

SECONDARY

TUN/NC CON015.?

3%2

/2

-.1

NOLES TO CLEAR
WOOD SERE ws

L.

(FACT/ON)

-13tr.3.4'

r SW/TCH

I-

/2

o
o
PANEL, LA your

.

6

so on.

One final point

before leaving the

details of construction.
The particular variable
condenser used in this

set was the Ripault,
which has two ter-

minals connected to

the moving plates.

One side of the tuned circuit goes to the

You will see that three
wires go to the variable
condenser, although two of these are both
connected to the moving plates by the two
terminals just referred to, and if you choose

condenser, and the other end is taken to
one side of the little reaction condenser,

wires will naturally be placed under the same
terminal, namely that for the moving.plates.

Y495.

centre tap is connected to the filament and

to earth.

grid of the detector valve via the grid

some other make of condenser these two

On the original set we did not actually fit a

a slow-motion dial, because the set would
naturally be handled for its tests by skilled
operators, but I would strongly advise that
a very good vernier dial, with a knob placed

at some little distance from the main body
of the condenser, should be chosen by any
constructor who desires to follow out this
design.

Turning to operating details, the first im-

portant point to be considered is that of
the kind of valve to use.

Very good results

have been obtained on test with a valve of

the H.F. type, or even the R.C.C. type,
namely, high impedance, high amplification

factor, and good results will be obtained
if either 2. or 6 -volt types are used.
Naturally,

you will expect to obtain

slightly better results with a 6 -volt valve
in most cases but, of course, the economy
of the 2-volter is a very attractive feature.
(Continued on paje 207.)

and through this to the anode of the valve.
The anode.circuit, of courso, contains the
usual H.F. choke and the telephones. At

this point you will see what is meant by
saying that neither side of the tuning condenser is at earth potential in this circuit.
Efficient on Short Waves.

It is interesting to note in passing that
one of the advantages of this eircuit is
that it is also quite useful on the short
waves, and one can pick up the short-wave
transmissions such as K D K A, 2 X A F,
A F C, and so on, with the use of suitable
short-wave coils, sets of which can now be
obtained from a number of manufacturers,
among others Messrs. Clarke and Igranic.

When using these coils, of course, the
lead from the filament which normally

goes to the centre tap of the coil (a terminal
on the broadcast and long -wave sizes) will
need to be furnished with a tapping clip, so

that you can make connection on one of
the turns of the bare wire coils used for the
shorter waves.
Easy to Build.

The construction of this little set is
really so simple that little can be said about
it, since if you use single -hole fixing com-

ponents there are only three holes to be
drilled in the panel, and you will merely
have to screw the panel to the baseboard,
mount the coil sockets, grid condenser,
leak, valve socket, rheostat and H.F. choke
upon the baseboard with the terminal

strip, and you can then carry out the
wiring -up operation.
Wiring again is extremely simple, as you

will see from the photographs and wiring
diagram, and there is nothing critical about
it.

If You follow i& lay -out fairly clokly,

The terminals from left to right are

;

'Phones minus. 'Phones plus, H.T. plus, H.T. minus, L.T. minus, L.T.
plus, Earth and Aerial.
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have, such as valve or panel -drilling tem-

A Magnet Detector.

ACRYSTAL detector constructed on
the principle of the article depicted

in the photo, can prove to be a

very ,useful device for the crystal enthusiast The illustration is self-explanatory,
and therefore little need be said about the

actual construction of the detector. It will
be seen, however, that the magnet holding
the pin which makes contact with the crystal
is attached by means of two metal staples
to an upright post which is screwed down
to a. baseboard. The latter screw should
not be too tightly driven home, nor should
the staples holding the magnet be too firmly

driven into the wood.

The magnet will

plates of any kind, if made from fibre,

HINTS FOR THE
HANDY MAN.
;
tA selection of short and practical
articles from various contributors.

*

-..

*

ends are used. Connecting to a set equipped

appearance may be given in a similar
manner.

to earth the aerial, one socket is just plugged
into the other. The plugs are easily attached
to or taken off the spade terminals with the

Retaining Accurate Coil Adjustment.

fingers.

jected to a good deal of wear, it often
becomes rather a tricky task to retain a

Dusty Panels.

slightly from side to side by rotating the
wooden post on its supporting screw.

It does not seem to be realised by some
wireless enthusiasts that a dusty panel is
by no means desirable. In sets of the old

In some forms of coil -holders, and particularly after such articles have been sub-

fine degree of close coupling between the
two coils, the larger and weightier of the
coils tending, under these conditions, to fall

sloping position with external valve holders,

back slightly.
Naturally, the. true remedy for a trouble

the legs, etc., thus causing faulty insulation.

washers of one form or another.

type, where panels are arranged in a
the dust is in the habit of getting round
In any case, it cannot be over emphasised

that dust is an undesirable commodity.
Panels should therefore be periodically
dusted with a camel -hair brush and kept
scrupulously clean.
Leatherette Radio Cabinets.

Quite a simple idea, but it works well.

terminals, etc., acting as ample security.
Where wood panels are used an ebonite

with sockets, the plugs are used. Finally,

then be free to be pushed slightly backwards

and forwards through the staples, and also

will stand a considerable amount of wear
arid tear, in addition to acting as extremely
true guides for work of -this nature.
Old panels may be utilised over again by
placing over them a Sheet of fibre, the panel

like this is to dissemble the coil holder,
and to take up any- wear by means of

In times of emergency, however, the
trouble may be cured by adopting the

very simple mode of procedure illustrated
in the accompanying .photograph. Procure
a not too tightly fitting rubber band, and
slip this over the coil sockets in the manner

Of course, if the tension of the
rubber band is too great, both coils will
be pulled together. On the other hand,
provided a rubber band which is not too
tight has been employed, it will not in-

American cloth or leatherette may be
put to a number of uses by the wireless
constructor, especially by those who are

shown.

good at cabinet work, or has no time to

fluence the limited movements of the coils,

accustomed to making their own cabinets.
Where the constructor is not particularly

The great advantage of a detector of this
nature, which, of course, can be constructed in many different patterns, is that

give such work a first-class finish, a rough
cabinet may be knocked up from even un-

but will merely serve to check any slight

planed deal and an extremely pleasing

In most cases an accurate and stable

finish applied by giving it a complete covering of American cloth or leatherette of any

coupling will thus readily be obtained.

entirely vibration -proof.

By moving the
magnet backwards or forwards, or from

desired tint, black usually presenting the
neatest appearance. Owing to the cheap-

Interesting Facts.

side to side slightly, almost the whole area
of the crystal will be capable of being explored for sensitive spots.
Connections are taken from the underside

ness of this material a considerable amount
of expenditure may be saved in the direction of cabinets.

of a crystal receiver is not only unnecessary,

the pin contact to the crystal is held
securely and firmly, and also that it is

of the crystal cup to a suitable terminal,
and also from the magnet itself to another
terminal.

Care should be taken to solder the wire
connection to the magnet with the absolute
minimum of heat. For this purpose,

Wood's metal is best used. A little of
the red enamel should be scraped off the

end of the magnet, and the end of the wire,
previously cleaned and tinned with ordinary

solder, should be secured as rapidly as
possible to the bared end of the magnet
with the aid of a few blobs of Wood's
metal. As there will be no strain on this
joint, its actual strength is a matter of
little consequence.
Finally, when the detector is not in use,
the pin should always be allowed to adhere

to the poles of the magnet in order to act
as a " keeper," and thus to conserve the
strength of the magnet.
Aerial and Earth Leads.

Here is a good idea for aerial and earth
leads.

Equip the end of each lead with

a spade terminal in the usual manner. To

the spade terminal of each lead secure a

Clix plug also, by simply placing the spade
between the insulated bush and the nut of
the plug. The idea is simple enough, but
its advantages lie in its many useful
adaptions.
For instance, when connecting the lines
to a set equipped with terminals, the spade

falling -back movement of the heavier coil.

Continous fiddling with the adjustment
but is often responsible for corresponding
clicks in the receivers of your neighbours.
*

Wood Filling.

Where cabinets are put together by
amateur constructors with screws, a good
wood filling is essential. All screw heads
should be countersunk below the surface

of the wood. When the work has been
sandpapered the dust obtained in this

*

*

Reaction is a good servant but a bad
master.

If you are nervous of lightning use an

outdoor earth arrester, which is very cheap .
and can easily be fitted.

operation should be carefully collected. If

this is mixed with seccotine, or pure gum
arabic and water, an excellent natural wood
filling may be obtained.

This is carefully worked into all cracks
and crevices, and screw head or nail punch
recesses, and left till hard and dry. A final
sandpaper will render all defects abso-

lutely invisible, the filling used being the
actual colour of the wood from which the
cabinet is constructed,
Sheet Fibre.

There are numerous uses to which sheet
fibre can be put. This material may be
obtained in two colours, black and brick
red, and in varying thicknesses. The thin
fibre lends itself admirably to such purposes

as shaped loud -speaker flares, where the

sides are of flat -shaped pieces of wood, the

fibre being used for the curved sections.
Washers of any size or description can be

quickly made from this material, and
Cone loud speakers of
spacers also.
extremely rigid and good tone -producing

types are easy to construct,

Templates

which are often extremely useful things to

The rubber band is Ehown here slipped over e
coil bolder.
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A " CELESTION " LOUD SPEAKER.

APPARATUS
TESTED

No doubt a very large number of our
readers would consider £7 fis. too much to
pay for a loud speaker ;> this is the price of
the " Celestion 'model O.12 in oak. In
mahogany it is £7 10s. It is admittedly a
lot of money, but we think that if efficiency

and appearance are taken into consideration it is very well worth it. It is always
worth while buying the best of anything

that one can afford, and nowadays, in
EFFICIENT

one or two exceptions, but the rule is a

SPEAKER-AN EXCELLENT
L.F.

model C;12 Celestion one would have to
pay very much more money. As a matter

TRANSFORMER.

*

have come across.

EFFICIENT DETECTORS.

crystal detectors. There are three varieties
which sell at 6d., Is., and Is. 6d. They can

be obtained, post free, at these prices. The
detectors are of the semi -permanent variety
and can be used with good effects in such

circuits as the Hale, and other, reflexes.
Iron Pyrites is the crystal employed, and
the specimens sent us are the best that we

fairly safe one.

To obtain a better speaker than this

of fact -a move up into the moving -coil class
would, in our opinion, be necessary. The
£.12 is a cabinet cone and its con-

struction and finish are so good that one

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technical Department for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W."
testing -room, under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased guide as to what
to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.

MESSRS. N. M. C. DETECTORS, of
Princes Parade, Finchley, London,
N.3, recently sent us a range of their new

radio, like in most other things, price is a
pretty fair guide to quality. We know of

DETECTORSTHE " BROWN BUDGET "A
" CELESTION "
LOUD

The Is. 6d. detector,

which is known as the Azure label, comprises

a practically perfect piece of the crystal.
THE " BROWN BUDGET."

This is the name of Messrs. S. G. Brown's
monthly journal. It is mainly concerned

with the activities of this go-ahead and
interesting firm, but it makes absorbing
reading, and we would like to take this
opportunity of extending our appreciation
and thanks for the copies regularly sent us.

stamps it " de luxe " at a glance. A
point in its favour is that it is not particularly large, being only 6 in. in depth,
and 14 in. x 14 in.

It has a splendid projection, every vibra-

tion coming cleanly away from the cone,

and we know of but one or two other cones

which have less coloration.

Speech is
decidedly of moving -coil quality. There is
no appreciable resonance and both bass and
high notes are faithfully dealt with. The

speaker is rather more sensitive than the
majority, but it is capable of handling
heavy inputs. We found it perfectly

satisfactory on each of the several sets with

which it was tested, ranging from two
valves to a multi-valver of the super kind,
(Continued on page 196.)

Recognised leaders in the design of

Solodyne Coils

FOR THE 1928 SOLO -DYNE

As manufacturers of the special coils used in
the original 1926 Solodyne, Lewcos established

a leadership which is still unchallenged. New

developments necessitate many alterations
in the design of coils for the 1928 Solodyne.
But again LEWCOS will give you that extra
selectivity and efficiency that constructors
have learnt to expect from all Lewcos
The demand for these new coils and Wave trap will be heavy ; place your order now

B.B.C. Coils
Aerial Circuit
x Ref. LA A 5
L2 - 5 - 0
B.F. Transformer 2 Ref. LAT 5
Per Set
5 -pin Bases
3 Ref. LB
including bases
Daventry Coils: (No . 285,723)
Aerial Circuit
x Ref. LA A
L2 - 5 - 0
Per Set

H.F. Transformer 2 Ref. LAT 20 without bases
each.
Additional Bases Ref. LB.

and

early delivery. Obtainable
through all good radio dealers..

ensure

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS Ltd.,

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.r.

i Lewcos lVavetrap

.

.

.

.

.. 13,6

tb.

(Reg.d. Mule Ala? kj

COILS and WAVETRAP for the 1928 SOLODYNE
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The New Wonder
" Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.
Guaranteed to give re-

sults equal to the most
expensive Loud Speakers

yet made.
Full constructional details
with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACH M ENT

USE

Reduced from 32/6 to 15, solely as an advertisement

for the famous Bullphone

S1 MEN'S

Nightingale Loud Speakers.

Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.
Instantly converts your own
Gramophone into a full power
Loud Speaker, giving a wealth
of pure undistorted volume which

must be heard

to

be

RADIO

believed.

BATTERIES

NOT only do they enjoy a reputation
for exceptionally LONG LIFE, but
in addition possess all those qualities
which are essential for the clear and
powerful reproduction of Broadcast
Programmes. Only in a SIEMENS

Battery will you find all these good
qualities. Insist on Siemens.
For all sets employing a Power Valve we
recommend our

LARGE CAPACITY (POWER) TYPE
The Nightingale

"DE LUXE"

BAKELITE
SOUND COND4DT lost A.

cash, or 5/- deposit

57/a
4.F and 12 monthly pay
ments of 5/-.

At your Dealers.

21 ins. high, with

I4 -inch

Bell

m and stand.

15/ -

SIERETal " POWER zoo " volts 25/ -

I4

,041514.
H 0 GA N Y

Mahogany finirhed with plated

!' POWER 6o " volts
(as illustrated)

26 HIGH

thk,M.en.

IEMEN

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER
Guaranteed free from
metallic

Recommended exclusively by
the designers of the

resonance.

or EAS
6711..
cash,
r". I
TERMS, 10/- deposit

and 12 monthly payments of 5:-.

NOW

COSSOR MELODY
MAKER
For r2o volts connect two
oo-volt batteries in series.

Send
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

MIL
38,

ONE
NOLYWELL LANE, LONDON
E C.2.

NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS

BRITISH

MADE

THROUGHOUT

BROTHERS
Ltd.,
WOOLWICH, S.E. '8.

SIEMENS
&

Co.,
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APPARATUS TESTED

revise our ideas in this connection, for the
new Mullard L.F. Transformer is both small
and light, and yet it is extremely efficient,

It is not much larger or heavier than the

(Continued from page 194.)

therefore handle heavy currents without
reaching " saturation."

The primary is wound with silver and

the secondary with nickel wire.

The former

average R.C.C. coupler.

provides the advantages of good conductivity and capability of resisting deterioramagnetic properties and a high resistance
just where they are required. And as the

of its class. Those of our readers who

done to achieve such a revolutionary design.
The transformer is called the " Permacore."
because it incorporates a special iron having
this name. This special metal has an exceed-

agree with us when we say it is a revelation

high flux density to be used in an iron
circuit of very small dimensions. It can

It is some time since we have experienced
so much pleasure during a loud -speaker test,
and we have no hesitation in saying that we
consider this " Celestion " a long way ahead

have the opportunity should endeavour to
hear it in operation. We are sure they will

Of course, its internal structure is far
from conventional, new things must be

ingly high permeability so that it allows a

in what sound design and construction

tion, and the latter introduces excellent

makers claim, the use of these special
windings provides permanent and robust
construction apart from decidedly improved
electrical characteristics. We also agree

with their claim that " The amplification
of the Mullard transformer is large, smooth
and uniform from 250
cycles upward, and

mean to such an instrument.

TRAR MIITERS-Rt(:fiTili- MODWATO S

A CORRECTION.

IBC A A*10164610

An advertisement concerning the wellknown H.T. Eliminators produced by
Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., appeared in
page 118 of our March 17th issue. Un-

below this limit gives
a large percentage of
its amplification even
at 50 cycles. All the

bass notes that are

fortunately, in connection with the address

wanted are given and
there is no shrillness
whatever."
In short, it is a very
excellent transformer,

of that firm, the word " EKCO " was incorrectly spelt. The correct and full address is as follows : E. K. Cole, Ltd.,
Dept. A, " EKCO " Works, London Road,
Leigh -on -Sea.

indeed, and having the

In the usual way the size and weight of
an L.F. transformer are, to a certain extent,
indications of its efficiency. They may

additional advantage
of extreme compactness and lightness it
is certain to achieve

of iron in the magnetic circuit or that there
are ample windings, or both. And in the

structors. And as a

AN EXCELLENT L.F. TRANSFORMER.

wide popularity among
condiscriminating

mean that either there is a large amount
past we have advised constructors to be
wary of transformers of very light construction for these reasons.

But it seems that we shall now have to

e' At a recent London exhibition the M.O. Valve Co. displayed a range of

' water-cooled " Osram " transmitting valves. One, as can be seen above, has
its anode cut away to show the glowing filament, a glass water -jacket being
substituted for the usual metal casing to reveal the circulating water.

transformer for portable sets it is abso-

lutely ideal and has
no rivals.

THE NEW

"AUTOGRAM"
DOUBLE ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
Fitted with two Tone Arms, two Celestion Pick Ups, two 12 -inch Turntables, Automatic Stopping
Device for Motors, two Universal Motors, suitable,

for any voltage from 110 -to 240 volts A.C. or
D.C., Speed Regulators, Pilot Lamps, &c., fitted
in Substantial Leatherette Covered Mahogany
Cabinet. Price, Complete £36. Quotations

given for every type of design and outfit.
Send For Full Particulars.
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER.-Send now for List
of Parts and Special Referenc'e Work by C. P. Allinson,
A.M.I.R.E., at the specially REDUCED, PRICE of 1;6.

LON

DID

Should be installed in evilry

wireless receiving set.
They are

Free from atmospheric influences.
Moisture and

dust proof.

Free from losses.
Fully guaranteed.

OUR INTERNATIONAL RADIO CATALOGUE
(3rd edition) will be sent to all enthusiasts sending
6d. to cover cost of postage and packing

Stocked by all reputable dealers.

WILL DAY, LTD.

LOEWE RADIO COMPANY

1

(The Best in the West)

19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C. 2
Telephone (2 lines) :
Regent °gel and o922.

Telegrams:
Titles, Westrand, London.

Ask for illustrated leaflet.
LIMITED,

4, Fountayne Road,
Tottenham, London, N.15.
Telephone: Tottenham 207(5.
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different from all the others

SOMETHING
because any amateur constructor can
make the whole outfit for himself-set,

HOBBIES
THREE
...p

The Set.

Can

The Cabinet.
be

made

Those who have never previously built

a set will be able to undertake the

Hobbies Three. It is a splendid circuit yielding wonderful results. Easy
-to build and simple to operate. Specially planned for the novice.

any

by

amateur from the planed

boards supplied cut ready,
for fitting. In good quality
mahogany, with moulding
and illustrated instructions,

Get your copy of this

The Speaker.

from any newsagent

week's Hobbies to -day

for 9/.. complete.

A handsome cone cabinet
complete for 2311. Can be

cut with a fretsaw from

or Hobbies'branch-2d.

equal to any ordinary in-

If your newsagent has sold out send three

- planed mahogany
supplied.
Gives

boards
results

penny stamps to Hobbies (Dept. 69), Dereham,
Norfolk, for one,

strument.

MURDER !

-

handled one for the first time logged 32
stations in one evening.

FREE
WITH,

THIS

WEE R'S

HOBBIES IS GIVEN FREE

A LARGE SHEET SHOWING
COMPONENTS, POSITION.
AND WIRING OF THIS
SET, WITH AN ILLUSTRATED
WRITE-UP ON

HOW TO CONSTRUCT IT.
INTERESTING
TO
ALL
WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS.

MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
GENERAL
USEFULNESS IN THE SAME ISSUE.
OF

MURDER ! !

Build the " SWEENEY TODD THREE " and
MURDER that interfering Local Station.

Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street, trapped and
murdered his victims ere robbing them. YOU CAN "SWEENEY
TODD" YOUR LOCAL station that has been " kyboshing" your DX
work and get all stations within range at FULL LOUD SPEAKER
STRENGTH. Note the surging power of stations 500 miles away. Note
the round melodious tone of music from stations you have never
heard before. Note how your " local " can be cut dead out with no
"messing about." Simple Inexpensive parts. Simple "no soldering"
wiring system. Your own " Baby" coils. No stunts. An entirely new
and unconventional circuit described fully with full-size blue print in

P.P.V. RADIO PLAN No. 30. PRICE 3/- POST FREE.
FREE

valve set covers a range from 25o to 2,000
metres on a single tuner. No soldering, no
technicalities. The cost is reasonable, and
the results startling. An amateur who

As simple as falling out of bed

layout is neat and
straightforward. The baseboard plan shows component positions and tabulated wires (ready turned
with loops) are supplied
for the numbered circuit
chart.
The

cabinet and cone speaker-quite cheaply
and in two or three evenings. The three

with each Vgririch.theAPIso.P.1276 2p5-glowo- wa

viear3ngergay.tffnsYgigi3e

other circuits according to stock and wireless literature. If you cannot
send for SWEENEY TODD (price 3/-) send for price lists of P.P.V. circuits.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,
29, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.

NOW ON SALE

WIRELESS 5
CONSTRUCTOR
ENVELOPES
Envelope No. 1.-THE " RADIAN° " THREE. A
famous loud -speaker set which you can build in
an hour or two-no soldering and a wide range
of components to choose from.
Envelope No. 2.-THE " CONCERT " FOUR. Made of

f011,M41

standard parts, all easily obtainable, this is a

,111431:1J:1

A MONUMENT IN THE
MARCH OF PROGRESS.
The Formo Shrouded Transformer
is the universal favourite.

1016

Ratios 1-3

and 1-5

Send for Catalogue.
THE FORMO COMPANY,

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD
'Plane: Minh 1787.

highly -sensitive long-dzstance set, giving powerful
reproduction of wonderful quality on 3 or 4 valves.

In these envelopes you will find every detail of the set simply

explained, photographic reproductions and diagrams ar3
included, as well as a full-size Blue Print.

AT ALL BOOKSTALLS

Price 1/6

By post, 1/9, from the Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Bear Alley,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
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and got excellent results; and it was' this
which persuaded ine to try it. Is there any-

thing I can do to make the set

oscillate
properly ? If it will do this I feel sure I shall

be able to get plenty of foreign stations on it

like my friend."

With such an unusual circuit as the Filadyne it is
customary to find that certain changes in the lay -out
or components have a great effect upon the operation
of the -circuit. If, for instance, you have omitted to
place a condenser across the telephones this would
be quite sufficient to prevent the set from oscillating,
and slight variations of coupling or of tapping points
will very often overcome the difficulty.

One ingenious Scottish 'reader has hit upon a

method of making the set oscillate which you might
like to try, as it is very simple. He simply connects a
3.i -turn coil in series with the !cal which goes from
plate to potentiometer-and.couples this coil to that
to which the aerial is connected. He found when

using a cheap foreign valve that this made all the
difference between faulty operation and good easy
oscillation, so that we should certainly try the
method, particularly as it is an interesting circuit
to experiment with, the results frequently being
phenomenal for one valve.

All Editorial Communications' to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

VOLUME CONTROL WITHOUT DISTORTION.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to

and I understand it will not be very easy to
overload 'this, but all the same I do not want

The Editor cannot accept responMbility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with eveTy article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be
addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John, H. Lite,
Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time
to time in this journal are the outcome of research and
experimental work, carried out with a view to improving
the technique of wireless receivers. As much of the
information given in the columns of this paper concerns
the most recent developments in the radio world, some
of the arrangements and specialities described may be
the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the
trader would be well advised to obtain permission of
wireless work.

the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

W. P. (Newbury, Berks).-" In order to got

distortienless reception the set must have

resistance coupling throughout, but I am a bit
puzzled about the volume' control.
" The loud speaker is of the moving -coil type,

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

to keep the neighbours awake at night when I
am listening in, and I should like to have some
method of cutting down the volume if
necessary.

MAKING THE FILADYNE OSCILLATE.

But the important point is that

it is essential that this must not interfere with
the quality of reception. Quality is everything,
in my opinion. What can you recommend as
being the least likely to introduce distortion ? "

F. E. L. (Motherwell, Scotland).-" I have

got a Filadyne going and, although I can pick
up Glasgow very well, I feel I am not getting

the best out of the set, because it will not

We think that the most satisfactory method in

oscillate properly. Perhaps it is my own fault,
because I am using a cheap foreign valve, but
as a matter of fact a friend of mine has used one
of the same kind in a rather different circuit

your case would be to use a high -resistance potentiometer operating on the grid. of the first low -frequency
valve. Suitable resistances are now being marketed,

(Continued on page 200.)

ORIGINAL PRIZE - WINNING
"BECOL" LOW LOSS FORMER,
No. 5. 3 inch diam. overall.

REFUSE

d'otict.

Insist on a Emil Low Loss
Former, the Former "with a
reputation," incorporated in

IMITATIONS!

sets that have taken four first
prizes and gold medal, a
proof of their superiority.
Supplied in cut lengths,

3 in., 4 in., 6 in., packed in

cartons, and standard
lengths of 3 ft.

Without

Accumulators

or

Valves.

Earth and Aerial Connections only are

needed. Tunable to all wave -lengths.

Specify
Standard

(-Zile

CRYSTO
-BAR
Wireless Receiver - an epoch - making

panels
supplied in three finishes,
Black polished, Black
Mat, and Grain polished,
Size

New Wilson achievement-is an up-to-

date Crystal Set combined with the
Microphone Bar Amplifier.

carefully packed in

Registered Trade Mark.

attractive cartons.

It will make wireless
cheaper and better for you.
Only one or two inexpensive dry cells of xi required
to give loud speaker results

products

Every panel and piece of

ebonite guaranteed and
made by British hands.

50

POST FREE

equal to a two -valve set:
Write for our fully descrip-

tive

Apply for particulars of our new fool-

ready for winding, directions and fully

list

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING Co. Ltd.

illustrated booklet, Price Gd.

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY LIMITED,
LONDON

illustrated

POST FREE.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees

proof 4 and 6 contact Former with bases

ifIANWELL

and

W.7

1

18, Fitzroy Street, Euston Road, W.1.
Phone. Museum 8974.
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Fat
*home Trane Me Neoax

GOODA°

Test .the Ethovox Loud Speaker in any way you please
and it will please you in every way! Its natural tone is
hill and mellow and it gives life to broadcast speech and
music. The Ethovox is capable of considerable volume
without.eny trace of distortion. Many thousands of this
famous make have been sold and it has never been found
necessary to modify the design in principle-because the

Ethovox has always given good results.
speaker -try one on your set.

Torgoodi

Hear this

B.T.H: Nickel Filament Valves have a
higher emission than other 2 volt valves
of corresponding types,.and they retain

ADJUSTABLE SPINDLE OF INSULATING MATERIAL

this emission for a longer period. In other
and
have longer useful lives.

words they give etter

You want to have and to maintain t1-1-.
best results of which your-s2t is capable.

B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves alone
will enable you to do this. Get some to,
day and enjoy better radio from now on.

B. 210H

B. 210L

B. 215P

108. 6d.

12s. 6d.

R.C. and H.F.
C,,, cal Purpose
Power
Fit. Volts . .. 2 Fie Volts ... 2 Fit Volts ... 2
Fil Amps. .0.10 Nil. Amps . . 0.10 Fit Amps. .. 0 11
Max. H.T. V:. 150 Moo. H.T.V.. 120 Max. Et.'1.V.. 120
.

10s. 6d.

/3u/otztpt

The ab..ve prices ar., applkab!e in Great &Malt an
1\orthern It eland only.

Conclemselts tot eascetri. ;ALI
Having a spindle and end -plates of insulating material
and a metal earth shield, the new Burndept Condenser is
absolutely free frOm hand -capacity and gives increased
signal strength. Experts acknowledge this Burndept
product to be an important improvement -in condenser
design. There are two types : LOG -LAW (for H.F.

circuits), '0603 mfds., 13]-; *0005 mfds., 15/6, SQUARE -

LAW (for capacity reaction and short-wave circuits),
'00007 or oocii mfds., 13/6. The Log -Law Condensers
are easily ganged and are supplied with printed scales

NICKEL FILAMENT

It I 50-:3,000 metres (1/8 per set). Use these Condensers
our, next set.

Vii. 1/F

OURNDEPTi
-

7he 'British Thomson Houston Co.

Blackheath, London, S -.E.3.
London Showrooms - 15, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2.

Offices

11160

Made in the Mazdci Lamp Works,kugby.

-

B.T.H.NICKEL FILAMENT

A.3.W.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 198.)

tapping .just like a grid leak; but instead of the

coupling condenser being connected also to the grid,
this latter is joined to the slider on the potentiometer,

and thus one can apply to the grid of the valve

either the full voltage developed across the resistance,
or sonic lower value according as the slider is moved

This is an efficient

S. W. (Chipping Norton, Oxon).-" The set

I am building is a detector and two. L.F.

amplifiers, and I notice that connected to the
plate of the second amplifier is a .0005 mfd.
fixed condenser, the other side of which goes
to the L.T. negative lead. I cannot understand the function of this condenser, especially
as it is connected right across the valve so as
to join up the filament with the plate. What
is its purpose ? "
The condenser is placed in this position with the
idea of improving the quality of reception. Despite

the precautions taken in coupling the valve to the
preceding one, it often happens that a trace of high
frequency gets into the low -frequency stage of the
set, due to stray H.F. impulses reaching the, grid of
the valve.
If this happens corresponding currents at high
frequency will tend to flow in this circuit and will
result in a certain slight distortion occurring. In

" My aerial, a single,
is about 20 ft. high and
50 ft. long, earth of
heavy stranded cable

about 5 ft.

long.

A SIX -VALVE SUPER -HET.

My

not first class and I am
changing

this, and at

the moment I am using

2 -volt, .06 type. Con
tinentals, station after

station, come in well,

but I am unable to
other Uri -fish
stations when 2 L 0 and
5 U B are working.
resolve

" Such results are of
course quite ordinary,

but I venture to say

that it was not predicted

that KDKA would
have been received with-

The correct connections for a six -valve super -het are shown above.
In last week's " What is Wrong ? " diagram, part of the H.T. battery
" I wound a coil with was shorted, there was no " 2nd detector," the tuning condenser was
20 - gauge' bare copper ten times too large, and the by-pass condenser should have been
wire, 14 turns on a 3 in, connected to the slider of the potentiometer. Also a loud speaker
diameter former, and was shown, though no L.F. amplification was provided, and it is
connected the 9th turn usual (though not essential) in such circuits to. allow for reaction .on
to the base pin. leaving to the frame aerial.
turns for reaction
With the flex lead from

out an aerial under the

following conditions :

the .0003 variable to the 14th turn (that is

spheric effects, every word being clear and

and flex from fixed condenser disconnected
and hanging loose, K D K A came in at fair
headphone strength, and with flex from the
fixed condenser joined to the aerial lead itself

no results whatever if I placed a centre -tapped
(Continued on page 202.)

the top), centre -tapped coil removed from set,

THE "PROGRESSIVE " THREE.

S. R. P. (Streatham, London, S.W.16)." Please accept my congratulations in your
having evolved such an interesting set as the

" INDISPENSO "
CHARGER

This was,
laelieve, on Thursday
night, February 2nd, time about 12.45. The
strange part of it to me was that I could get
distinct.

MAKE YOUR
OWN H.T.
BATTERY
ELIMINATOR

Improved 1928 Model.
For
With polarity indicator.
Tension

charging High and Low
Accumulators from
Direct Current
Mains.

PRICE
COMPLETE

very little interference and hardly any atmo-

reaction condenser is

order to prevent this a '0005 mfd. fixed condenser is
connected between the filament and plate so that any
impulses of high frequency which tend to flow in the
valve can pass across this fixed condenser instead of
choosing the alternative route via, the L.F. transformer
or resistance, and so spoiling the purity of reception.

faction.

operate a Lissen loud -speaker unit. There was

but the ' Progressive Three is indeed an eye-

low-cost valves of the

BY-PASS CONDENSERS.

Thousands in use,
giving every satis-

free from the set connections I got very good
headphone strength, sufficient, in fact, to

opener.

and the ends of the resistance are connected between
the coupling condenser and the negative grid -bias

down' towards negative G.B.
and distortionless method.

above. My last set was the Two -Valve
Reinartz, built from PoeuLA4 WIRELESS free
blue print, and I thought this was pretty good ;

"ALTERNO"

CHARGER
The ideal efficient
economical appliance and

for
charging
Accumulators fromH.T.
A.C. Mains.
Complete, ready
for use

21

With Ammeter

(as illustrated),
Full particulars On

12/6 extra.

request.

with the" GOLTONE"
CONSTRUCTIONAL

KIT
To operate successfully
or A.C.
from Direct
Circuits.
For fullParticu(ars see List
sent on request.

rnsurpa.,..
reprodueie

...

TRANSFOilMER
L.F.OLToivp

fajtv,t Ig"-,,,ptvo1um
thL.q,
Ii':ECROLA

erf

s

4e,,-,

SPRING BOOKS NUMBER
The issue of T.P.'s Weekly, now on sale, is a special number in which all

the newest novels are reviewed. It will help you to choose the best
books to put on your library list and the most suitable books as gifts.
If you read T.P.'s Weekly regularly you will be as well informed in
literature and of the important happenings of the day as anyone need be.

T. P.'s Weekly
Edited by the Rt. Hon. T. P. O'Connor, M.P.

At all Newsagents.

Every Saturday 2d.
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BRAINS!
RADIO Valves are the brains
of your Wireless Receiver.

CUT OUT
MICROPHONIC NOISES !
Lotus Valve Holders cut out all
microphonic noises. They produce pure, clear reception, absorb

shocks and protect the valves.

If your set is prone to micro -

phonic noises, look to your
valve holders. A cheap, shoddy
valve holder quickly spoils
reception. Change to Lotus and
you will get best possible results.

Without terminals
With terminals -

-

116
119

From all radio dealers

When you buy a new set look to
the Valves. In nine cases out of
ten you will find that they are

Six -Sixty Valves-first-class Valves
that are fitted as standard by
Britain's leading set manufacturers.
Fit a new set of Six -Sixty's in your
existing set. We need not tell you
to notice the difference ; it will be
obvious at once.
Six -Sixty Valves are non-microphonic,

are matched valve with valve, and
give perfect electrical balance.
There is no Radio Valve like Six -Sixty,

and no other Radio Valve is as good.
We publish a booklet that will plainly
tell you why. Ask for a copy at the
nearest radio shop, or write direct to us

All types and voltages,

inrinurs

from 10/6.

VALVE HOLDER.

SIX- SIXTY

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Remote
Controls. Lotus Vernier Coil Holder, anti Lotus
Jacks, Switches and Plugs.

USE ONLY

CLOWLESS VALVES

THE ELECTRON CO., LTD..
122-124, Charing Cross Road; London, W.C.2
Telephone

Garnett, Whiteley and Company, Limited,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool

Regent 5335.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

FREE

(Continued from page 200.)

5 -DAY TEST

aerial coil of any value in the position allocated
to one in the original lay -out."

SEND NO MONEY

these strange conditions may be quite simple

for or returned at the end of trial.

" The reason of this achievement under

to an expert, but I have a lot to learn about
wireless, and I wondered whether I had in my
experimenting unconsciously stumbled across
something 'which may be interesting ? "

What was happening in this case was that you were
in effect cutting out the first valve and receiving the
short waves directly on the detector portion of
the set. It is a peculiarity of short-wave signals
that they hop across space in a most amazing way,
so that even if the aerial lead is only brought quite
close to the coil they pass across the intervening space,

We will send you without obligation up to
3 Valves for test in your own set, to be paid

OCTOPUS VALVES.
British Made. Fully Guaranteed.
Low Consumption.
Maximum Power and Distance.

Not to be confused with cheap valves
of similar characteristics.
HOME CONSTRUCTORS of any make of
set should take advantage of' FREE TEST,

which forms a kind of natural condenser, and find
their way to the grid circuit. As your 9 -turn coil
was tuned to K D K A, the signals were impressed
upon the grid of the detector valve and thus operated'
your telephones in the ordinary way.
When the leads from the aerial were joined to the
.0002 mfd. fixed condenser at the point where this is
tapped to the grid coil you were in effect switching
out the H.F. valve, but when you plugged the coil in
the centre -tapped aerial holder the aerial was

2 or
4 Volt.

5/6

Type

H.F. 206
Dot. 206
L.F. 206
R.C. 206
H.F. 215
Det. 215
L.F. 215
H.F. 406
Det. 406
L.F. 406
R.O. 406
P. 220
P. 415

the signals choose this path instead of the alternative
path via the short-wave coil in the detector.
Ofill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

(A pm." TECHNICAL

'

Power

i

8/-

Post Free.

Post Free.

connected through this coil to earth and most of

QUERY DEPARTMENT

I

Det.,

L.P., R.C.

Imp.
35.000
25.000
18,000
120,000
40,000
30,000
12,000
23,000
19,000
11,000
120,000
6.000
4,000

Amp. Fao.
15
12
8

40
20
15
6
15

9.5

6
40

5
4

WENBANS, 74, New Oxford St., W.C.1.

Is Four Set "Going Good" ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception 1-Or one of the batteries

ON THE BASEBOARD

seems to run down much faster than
formerly 7-Or you want a Blue Print
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped to
assist our readers, and offers an unrivalled
service.

The " PEERLESS " VARISTOR
stands up on the baseboard, taking
only a fraction of the usual space.

It can be fitted on an already
The adjustable
phosphor - bronze arm is easily
accessible. The windings are of
best -quality resi s.t ance wire,
crowded panel.

wound tightly on insulating fibre.

Full details, including a revised scale of

charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this an

Application Form will be sent to you.
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what information we require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.

take the one step that ensures

the perf ect balance so necessary to
secure harmonious, dIstortionless

reception-fit a Sifam Meter and
tone with your eyes on the dial
FREE leaflet "Distortion" from

(Dept. P:, 8.1.F.A.M.. 10a Page Street, Westminster, S.W.1
RNIXAKNR7IVAITAFNRIIITARNRNitNiZNIZNIZAVIIIrNMNIZA
KAIIIIIIMILk111211i1WIMALAUSEGIft[41131tLaWiltilftLAILA11/11/14

Ill

`0

p
181

Terminals are fitted in the most
convenient position. You can buy
5 types -3, 6, 10, 15 and 20 ohms.
The "Peerless" Varistor is fine
for the Cossor " Melody Maker."

When your set gets out of band

experience constitutes an interesting instance
Your experience
of how powerful is the penetration'of the short wave,
even where the aerial system is anything but conven-

tional and similar instances of short-wave peculiarities are coming to light daily. As this is your first
three -valve set we should like to take this opportunity

of congratulating you - --

^-'

'

PLEASE be sure to mention

From all good dealers or direct:-

PEERLESS
VARISTOR
&
BEDFORD ELECTR ICA LL
TD.

RADIO CO

,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
LONDON; 21, Bartiett's Blgs ,Holborn
Circus, E.0.4

GLASIOW rie,st Vincent St .0,2

my wife and myself are musical enthusiasts,

and there is not much played at 2 L 0 that
one of us does not listen to, one way or another.
But whereas I like the loud speaker placed on

the table in the middle of the room (loudest),
my wife insists that it sounds better when it is
placed near the window. l cannot convince
her that the position of the loud speaker has

no effect upon the reproduction. (Possibly you
know what women are ?) So that if you would

write to me I can assure her that her idea is
all nonsense, and I should be able to have the
(Continued on page 204.)

El'a

" POPULAR

WIRELESS "

when communicating with

El
MN
PI

Advertisers.

THANKS

!CA

.

"9

LEIETECEMETMEMErlanand]
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS AND GRAMOPHONE PICK-UPS. Demonstrations Daily.
Call and listen. It is worth your while.
Blue Spot Balanced Armature Cone Unit, 251-.
Magnavox Ditto, 63/-. Balanced Armatur Type
Cone Unit, 10/8. Moving Coil Milliameters, 17/ -

and 17/8.

THE POSITION OF THE LOUD SPEAKER.
" OLD STAGER," (Merstham, Surrey).-" We
have been happily married for more years than
I care to remember, but now we are falling out
about the position of the loud speaker ! Both

r

Telephone:

WEEIOGRAFTON

Museum 0241.
COMPANY

c.moorr
"Vagues-

Catalogue

Dept F.W.

54, Grafton Street, Tottenham Court Road W,1,FREE

ADVERTISEMENTS
As far as possible all advertisements

appearing in " P.W." are subjected

to careful serurinybetore publication,

but should any reader experience
delay o: difficulty in getting orders

fulfilled or should the goods supplied

not be as advertised, information

should be sent to the Advertise-

ment Manager, "Popular Wireless,"
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
d

a
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RIDLEY

RADIO

KABINET-KONE-KIT!
This beautiful

CABINET
SPEAKER

Here is a fine list of Radio
Bargains you will be interested
in. I purchased for quick clearance and offer at bargain prices.

is only
complete
in oak or 55/- mahogany

72 -yd. COILS RED AND BLACK FLEX,

INCOMPARABLE RESULTS!

52'6

usually ro/O. My Price, 6,9.
Devicon Variable
2/- each.

Batiene5

41 -volt Flash Lamp Batteries, 3/6 per
doz.

RI DI.EY9S
P41;41
60voIts
The finest value in H.T. Batteries,
having long life and giving conAdd 8d. postage.

oor,

Miniature Ebonite Switches, 9d. each.

for your Wireless/

stant output.

Condensers,

coo -volt size, 8'6

Neutron Crystals, 11d. each.
Hertzite Crystals, 6d. each,
000z Devicon Variable Condensers, 3
4 -volt Frelat Valves! 3/- each.
4 -volt Prelat Power Valves, 3/- each.
Murray Valve -holders, 6d. each.
Valve -holders, 1/ -each. Baseboard type.
Antimicrophonic Valve -holders 1011.

Incorporating the famous

Ebony Anti in ler o phonic

tional outfit you can put it
together in a few minutes
by the aid of our illustrated

each.

VALVE HOLDER,

cheapest
on
the market,

considering
q u alit y.

- board
mounting, 1/9

Base

Single Circuit Plugs and Jacks combined, 2,1.
H.T. Voltmeters, o-r3o, 4/3 each.
2- and 4 -volt Electra Valves, 216.
3o -ohm Rheostats, 9d. each.
Mans. Fixed Condensers, 5, 6d. ea,h
Mans. Fixed Condensers, -25, 6d. each.

BLUE
SPOT
Four -pole, Balanced Armature
CONE UNIT
(as illustrated)

and the scientifically pro-

duced " Six -Sixty " Cone.
Sold as a complete construc-

booklet issued with each kit.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO DEMONSTRATE IT AGAINST
THE MOST EXPENSIVE MODELS AVAILABLE.

THE RESULTS WILL ASTOUND YOU!

If unable

to

obtain from your dealer, write direct

F. A. HUGHES & Co., Ltd.
204 6,

SAVE
MUCH

1/6.

Accumulators, 20 amps.
hour capacity, well made, good
large plates well insu-

lated, in glass case, each
Carriage Od. extra.

3f6

Filament Jack, Single, 1;9.
Filament Jack, Double, 243.
Plugs, 1/6, 2/-, and 2/9 each
S.P.D.T. Switches, 6d.
D.P.D.T. Switches, 9d.
0005 S.L.F. Condensers, 3, 6
Push-pull Switches, 9d.
Baseboard Rheostats, 11d,
6 -in. Panel Brackets, 6d.

'Ridley Head-

2 -way Coil -holder, geared, 2,6 each.
Valve Windows, 6d. each.

value on the

Transfers, per packet, 3d.
9 -volt. Grid Bias Batteries 1/- each.
Hydrometers, 2/- each.
Grid Leaks, 6d. each.
" Sovereign" Coil -holders, 9d. each.
Basket Coil -holders, 9d. each.
Porcelain Valve-holders, 3d. each.

phones, finest

market,guaranteed.
Per pair,

4111
Add 4d.
postage.

CABINETS

SPECIAL OFFER
21 x 7 Cabinet Oak

16/18 x 7 Cabinet Oak
16/ -

-

0003 Condenser and Grid Leak, 2/ each.

Scrap- Ebonite, 8 square inches a Id.
(in 5/- parcels only).
oor Finstone Condensers, 611. each.
Croix Transformers, 3/6 each.
Forward Transformers 3/-. each.
Dundas Loud Speakers, full-size horn,
25/-.

6 -pin Coils, 3/6 each.

Brass Vaned Var. Condensers, cf.o5,

3/10 each.
..-mfd. Condensers, 2/3 each.
2 -volt Power Valves, 3/- each.
Complete Parts for Co,,=or 51,louy
Maker, £5.
Complete Parts for Milliard Master
Three, £5 15s. N.
(Write for details.)

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST FREE ON REQUEST

CECIL RIDLEY

"RADIO

HOUSE," M I DDLESBRO UGH
'Phone 1365.

either: -

Gt. Portland Street, W.1 " St,Joseph'sWorks,Bramley,Guildlord

JACKS AND PLUGS
Single Circuit Jack, open, 1/3
Double Circuit Jack, closed,

2 -volt

to

WALKER BROS. (Guildford) Ltd.

SPENDING

BY

TIMELY
MENDING
WITH

LUXITE
it simplifies soldering
A,l Hardware and Ironmon-

4ery Stores sell FLUXITE

n tins, price Sd., L4 and 2/8.

XiT E
SOLDERING

Fluaite- SET -Complete

Another use for
Hardening tools and Case
Hardening. As!: for leaflet,

on improved methods

716

or LAMP only

,---sotairic._skr.

g.____
L

FLUXITE LTD. .--N/6 -vqii3
Dept.324, Rotherhithe,
S.E.16

.7=4.
Fut___DC17'E"

afe

......suitz,

,...,7
I 19*Vi
nni

'1
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What constitutes
an excellent Lou Speaker ?

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued front page 202.)

It will pay you
to insist on Columbia

loud speaker as near to me as she has it to her,

and peace will thus be restored in our once
happy home."

In a great many instances the position of the loud
speaker does alter the " tone " of the reproduction.
This is on account of the fact that the sound waves
set up by the loud speaker are reflected by neighbouring surfaces. And the character of this reflected wave

will obviously be different if the sounds reflect
from a perfectly flat surface, such as a wall, than
when the surface is a broken one such as perhaps a
heavy curtain or other soft furnishing material. It is
therefore quite probable that in your case there is a
scientific explanation for the difference noted by your
wife.

(We do not go so far as to say, however. that there
is any need to draw your wife's attention to this fact.
We do know what women are !)

E. K. (Canonbury, London, N.).-" The
boy is very keen on wireless, ,but the other
Saturday he spent a 'shilling on a big choke

(apparently ex -Government) which he picked

up on a stall in the Farringdon Road. The

man who sold it to him said he could ' protect
his loud speaker with it,' whatever that

11:1 Even response.

Not only on the low, but on
the

middle
frequencies.

and the high

can hear clicks from it when a battery is

Sensitive to the output from
the weakest set.

gi Adjustment.

Ability to produce weak as
well as very heavy signals
without readjustment.

Improves and not deteriorates
with the passing of the years.
q Distinctive appearance.
An excellent loud speaker
.breathes craftsmanship in

careful and

capable is the workmanship
wrought upon it. And it must
be British.

Let your dealer convince you that

" CELESTION," most excellent of loud
speakers, passes all these tests readily.
Write now to Dept. B for the" Celestion"

illustrated folder and also for our
new Gramophone Pick-up leaflet,

CELESTION
TWEVERTSOULOFQMUSIC
Write to Dept. B,
Hampton Wick, Kingston -on -Thames.
Showrooms :

French Agents :

33,35, VILLIERS ST.,

CONSTABLE & CO..

W.c.2.

PARIS.

smaller batteries.
And every Columbia Battery sold carries
the full guarantee of the manufacturers,

The National Carbon Company, the
world's largest battery manufacturers
Economise by using Columbia.
Price of 60 -volts type -22/6.

the set ?
Apparently you have got a bargain, for if it is a

15, Kingaway, London, W.C.2

there any use to which we could put it on

good choke it is certainly exceedingly cheap at a
shilling, and it can be used to protect the loud -speaker
windings as stated. In a great many sets the H.T.
current passes -from the battery through the loudspeaker windings. to the plate of the valve. - . This
Output Filter Connections.

-

What causes the sound is the variation in this

current, and by means of the L.F. choke we have a
method of operating the loud speaker by the variations without the necessity to pass a heavy, steady
current through the windings. Thus the loud speaker
is relieved of a comparatively heavy load, and if long
leads are used the danger of leakage across these
leads is entirely obviated. In fact, there are several

distinct advantages about the method, which is
called " filtering ' the loud -speaker output.
In addition to the choke, however, you require a
large fixed condenser of one or two, or more, mfds.,
and then all you have to do to get the advantages

of the filter is to connect up as follows :
Disconnect the loud speaker from its terminals and
join the choke across these. Now join one side of the
large fixed condenser to that side of the choke which

is connected to the plate of the last valve. join the
remaining terminal of the large condenser to one side
of the loud speaker. The remaining side of the loud
speaker is -now joined to any point of the set con-

nected to the filament of the last valve, probably
H.T. negative or L.T. plus, or earth.
If you draw a sketch of this arrangement you will
find that the steady H.T. current now passes through
the windings of the choke direct to the plate of the
valve. There is an alternative path to the plate from.
H.T. negative via the fixed condenser and the loud
speaker, but the fixed condenser is an effective
barrier to any direct current getting through this
way. Steady current passes easily through the choke,
but the Varying current caused by the speech frequencies has great difficulty in overcoming the
impedance of the choke, and therefore such variations
in current find a much easier path through the alternative route consisting of the fixed condenser and the
loud speaker. In this journey they operate the loud
speaker just as well as if it were connected in the plate
circuit of the valve. If you try the method we feel

BACK NUMBERS OF " P.W."

J. W. F. (Hounslow).-" Where can I get
back numbers- of POPULAR WIRELESS ? "
Application for back numbers should be made to
The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.
(Back Number Dept.),
-

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

type weighs 13 lb., as compared with
5 lb, of other batteries, the inference is
obvious. In fact, the Columbia Battery
commences its life containing nearly
three times the amount of electricity.
producing material contained in the

Is

connected across it with the telephones.

convinced that you will be delighted with the results.

THE CELESTION RADIO CO.,

than any other H.T. Battery obtainable.
The greater the weight of an H.T
Battery the greater its recuperative
powers, and as the Columbia 60 -volts

Ask your dealer for descriptive literature.

main current does not operate_ the loudspeaker, but is,
from the loud speaker's point of view, so much waste.

11 Improves with ago.

Appearance, so

means, but although he told the boy some
story about connecting it in the place of the
loud speaker we have not. so far succeeded
in making any use of it. It is marked
5011, and it appears to be O.K. because you

Gil Extreme sensitivity.

Figures speak louder than words, and

figures prove conclusively that Columbia
High Capacity Batteries combine Efficiency with Economy to a far greater degree

THE BARGAIN HUNTER.

MODEL Clz.

Columbia

No. 4;So, Co volt, type, 2216.

Price 4d. rer copy.

Bear_ Alley,

-

Farringdon Street, E.C.4,

J. R. MORRIS,

Scotland J. T. CARTWRIGHT,

3. Cadogan Street. Glasgow.

CONDENSERS

of QUALITY

g.

E No mass production methods are employed in the
manufacture of Camden Condensers. Every Con- =
denser is stamped with a Serial No., and accompanied with a guarantee of 6 months' real service.
Telegrams: KAMELCO, Telephone: Runcorn 109. E
Send for list and prices to
Catalan Electrical Co., Stanley Chambers, Runcorn. =

WET H.T. BATTERIES Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF- CHARGING,

SILENT, ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed) 2k" x li"sq 1,3 doz.

ZINCS, new type 114 doz. SACS 112 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/3, post fid.

Sample unit 6d. 16 -page booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS 1 -VALVE 19,-, 2 -VALVE 3)
2 -VALVE ALL -STATION SETS4.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL. LONDON

PLEASE be sure to mention
" POPULAR WIRELESS "

when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS !

ands
FIX A " TONER"

across the terminals seri

your loud speaker will re
real a clarity of reproduction
equalled only in the broadcast.
ing studio itself. This wonderful device removes all
distortion and undesirable
noises from any loud speaker

or phones. The result of
long scientific research
zrade applicatons invited
Send to day to
Tteit1NCTIOM ENGINEERING Co.
( Dept. 13) 149a. JUNCTION RD.

LONDON. N.19--'
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NEWS FROM SAVOY HILL.
(Continued from page 178.)

at 8 p.m. will be relayed from Carlisle Cathe-

dral. 5 G B listeners will hear a symphony
concert during the afternoon, and Bach's
Cantata for Easter Day, followed at 6.30
by a -service from Birmingham Cathedral.
The evening concert will consist of music by

the Wireless String Orchestra for London.

and a programme by the Birmingham Police
Band for 5 G B.

uretoe roduct

heSilverofitstat

An attraction from London on Bank

Holiday, Plaster Monday, will be a burlesque

.--;,"

pantomime by Mabel Constanduros filling

.'-'.
f.,.

,..,;,..,,;:f -S....-...7----;_

the first part of the evening programme,
after which the Wireless Military Band,
under Mr. Walton O'Donnell, will give a
programme of popular music, and there

,-..'''''' .-,..,-

,,,,;;,........---,--177,-1^'-..-t-',.:>::,,,,,

will, of course, be dance music until midnight.

The alternative from 5 G B consists of a

concert of chamber music and a play until
10 p.m., when there will be dance music
until 11.15.
Newcastle's Scandinavian Programme.

The many Scandinavian interests on
Tyneside have

induced

the Newcastle

station to arrange a special Scandinavian
Programme on Tuesday, April 10th. Mr.
Edgar L. Bainton, of the Conservatoire cf
Music, Newcastle, is to be the conductor,
and the artistes include the distinguished
Norwegian

pianist,

Madame

Johanne

Stockmarr, and' Miss Gundrun Nordraak,

both of whom will be making their first
appearance in the local studio. Madame
Stockmarr will include- among her items
Griert's Concerto and pieces by Sibelius,
Svendsen, Sinding and other Scandinavian
composers.
LiverpOol Features.

THE new Mullard " Permacores

Merseyside listeners have their own special

programme from the Liverpool Station in
the last part of the evening transmission
on Monday, April 16th, when a pianoforte

I- Transformer is based upon absolutely revolutionary principles which
give these outstanding features.
Small in size; great in amplification.
High flux density without saturation.
No resonant peaks to give unnatural
reproduction.
All shrillness eliminated.
Gives all the bass notes required.
Silver primary, nickel secondary;
windings that will not deteriorate.
Silver for the primary has the advantage of good conductivity and no deterioration. Nickel for the secondary
has the advantage of high resistance
and magnetic properties.
The iron in the Mullard Transformer
is a specially treated and scientifically
prepared material with a high perme-

recital will be given by Norman Henderson,

the brilliant young Liverpool pianist, who

halt already achieved fame both in this
country 'and on the Continent. There will
also be two short plays, " The Family
Group," a farcical comedy, the scene of
which is set in a photographer's studio, and
" Witch -Wife," which is a play of terror,

the action taking place in a Devonshire
farm -house in the year 1697.

The first of these plays is by Mabel
Constanduros, while the other play was
written by her in collaboration with Michael
Hogan. Songs will also be sung by Constance
Astington (soprano), and some violin solos

played by John P. Sheridan, who will be

ability that allows the use of a high
flux density in an iron circuit of ex-

using an instrument made by Stradivarius.
Music from Leamington,

The first concert of the season from Jephson Gardens, Leamington Spa, will be broad-

cast from 5 G B on Tuesday, April 10th,
when a programme of music will be given by
the Band of H.M. Royal Artillery (Mounted),

conducted by Mr. T. J. Hillier. Their items
will include a suite of Three Light Pieces

(Fletcher), the Overture to " The Sicilian
Vespers," and a selection of " Songs of the
Fair " (Easthope Martin). Songs will also
be sung by Walter Glynne (tenor), and other

items given by Myra B. Johnson (enter-

tainer). A permanent line has been installed
between the Birmingham studio and Leamington Spa.

25f-

ceedingly small dimensions.

This new wonder Mullard Transformer opens 'new possibilities for
the constructor. It is therfinest L.P.
Transformer ever produced.
Obtainable from all radio dealers.

Mullard
MASTER RADIO
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PANEL PLATE TUNER

SHORT-WAVE

7

KEYSTON E

trot, Pat

NOTES.
By W. L. S,

*

-0-4-4.-o-o-

COMPONENTS
MEAN

CARE -FREE RADIO
KEYSTONE " MIDGET "
REACTION CONDENSER
.

Ideal for the many

positions where

a small

capacity
condenser

is required.
An alumin-

ium shield

prevents

hand- capa city effects,
and a special
taper bearing gives a

beautifully

smooth movement. Accurately designed
and rigidly constructed, this Keystone con-

denser is backed by the usual Keystone
guarantee of efficiency. Capacity -000r mfd.

Price 5/6. .00005 5/..

KEYSTONE
ALUMINIUM

BRACKETS

THE use of H.F. amplication for shortwave receivers seems to be achieving
a considerable measure of popularity
among those who are enthusiastic enough
to take the necessary trouble.

True, it necessitates one or more extra
tuning controls, which make really quick

searching rather difficult, but there is a
great deal of " certainty " in the performance which such a set will put up.

One may always argue that

signals which are available will

all the
make

themselves heard.on an ordinary oscillating
detector, but with a set incorporating
H.F. stages greater selectivity can be
obtained, and signals which would be

smothered in mush on the average twovalver may be cleared of all such noise
and received intelligibly.

The short -waver

with one or two stages of H.F. is the ideal

Great as is the popularity of our numerous high.
grade Components and Receivers, the success
achieved by this Unit has beaten all records.
Amateur constructors in all parts of the country
realize the immense assistance this unique assembly
of parts affords them in the building of an efficient

set which has the appearance of a professional
product.

Above illustration clearly shows details of various parts
mounted on richly engraved panel in black and gold or
silver. No ebonite panel required, no coils to change,
and diagrams for buiding 2 or 3 -valuer supplied.

set for those who wish to receive short-wave
broadcast with something more 'than
ordinary regularity.

It is surprising now to reflect that it is
only a matter of about a year since it was
believed impracticable to obtain any high -

frequency amplification of signals below
about 150 metres ! This is the more
surprising in iiew of the fact that perfectly
ordinary circuits will now do the work ;

as a matter of fact, the straight circuit

has been found considerably more successful

" L AMP -LOO "

0

S. A. LAMPLIIGH, LTD.,
ICING'S ROAD. TYSELET, BIRMINGHAM.
Representatives for London and Southern Counties:CI. O. Shore & Co., 28, Newman St., Oxtcrd St., W.I.

for this purpose than any of the freak

NOTE THE

Keystone Brackets are BLOTS -- A
made from high-grade KEYST3NE
FEATURE
aluminium. The slots
are a special Keystone
feature, and 'the finish
is of that standard
which has made Key-

or unusual circuits that have yet been tried.

TRAD

MARK

RD40 ..2/..

Effect of Locality.

Different localities have greater effects
upon short-wave work than upon ordinary
I have recently
broadcast reception.

stone components the
choice of thousands of

moved from a rather low and screened
situation to a locality which, while not

radio enthusiasts.

particularly high, is at the same time
comparatively open and free from screening.
The difference in reception is amazing.

2'"'

PER PAIR

WAVE -

TRAP
Standard
Model

151 SIX - PIN COIL BASE
Standard spacing with
terminals arranged for
easy accessibility. For
use where the standard
6 -pin coils are utilised
without the actual
Price 4/V
screen.

On the whole, distant stations do not
seem to be received at better strengths
than before, but quite a different set of
Several of the old
stations is heard.
familiars are now inaudible, and stations
that were often eagerly listened for, but
never heard, at the old station now come

through with great vigour.
Transmission, strangely enough, does not
seem to have been affected to such a -great
extent. The same directional properties
seem to persist ; the aerial still runs due
east and west. Strong reports are still
received from the same stations as before.
However,

as the apparatus has only

been installed for a matter of three weeks,
it is probably somewhat premature to try
to sum up the conditions.
I am of the, general opinion that a good

earth is preferable to a counterpoise for

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,

77, City Road, and

62, High Holborn, London
Also 4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
2261

short-wave work. By a good earth is meant
a large, buried plate or mat, not a water pipe connection, and a short lead is certainly
desirable.

For those who are not in a position to

instal this arrangement, I certainly recommend a counterpoise, but it is well worth
one's while to try an earth in comparison
with the other before making a final
decision.

Shield for

same 6d.

REGS
A RADIO

" RED
DIAMOND"

EXPERTwrites:-

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR

"1 have now FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
thoroughliilest- CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION,, By
ed your D40 Insured Post 213 or 2/9 with
Can be mounted on
Detector, loth shield.
brackets or through panel. Once

on crystal and set always ready. Not affected
reflex sets. I by vibration. Each one is tested
have found it on broadcast before despatch, and
very satisfac- Is perfect. Of all high-class Radio
tory in

every

way, it is very
efficient."

Dealers or Sole Makers:-

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.
(Radio Dept. 461.

21-22 Gt. Sutton St., LONDON, Lill.

S.O.S.
0-6
VOLT METER BATTERY
Reliable In- TESTER
strument 3/6. 3 -Bead

Double Scale
Type 0-6 v.,

Type

and 0/1205/6 v.,

Tells

Im-

mediately

Olf fuller empty.
J HtIRAoto
TAYLOR
S. C.O1Iy36;Vent
3/6. vent
to&se

M ACAA,sT,iotsFIE.D. Flag

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY.
Eton Primary H.T. Battery P.I. Porous

Pot Cells, SI and S2 Sac Cells. All complete,
1 -cell
6 -cell
12 -cell
30 -cell
63d. .. 3 3 .. 5'9 .
P.I
14/6d. .. 3 - .. 5'3 .. 12/S.1
S.2
41d. .. 2,6 .. 3/10 ..
9/6

Send Ed. stamp for booklet giving full
particulars to:THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
46, St. Mary's Road, LEYTON, E.10

PLEASE be sure to mention

'POPULAR WIRELESS'
when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS I
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LONG LIFE

THE
" HARTLEY " ONE-VALVER.
(Continued from page 191.)

The Battery that lasts longest is the

The success of a little circuit like this
depends very largely upon proper adjustment of the valve, and you must be prepared to spend a little time securing just

;the right combination

of

SURE-A-LITE-a fact your radio
dealer will confirm.

No other battery can claim such
recuperative powers or give such
smooth and silent service, because
no other battery is made just like a
SURE-A-LITE. The cells in a SURE-A-LITE are larger than

high-tension

voltage and filament current for the best
signals and smoothest reaction control.
You are likely to find with most valves
that a somewhat higher value of H.T. will
be necessary than is usually the case with
reaction circuits, smooth control being
usually obtained with something like 60

any other and, we definitely state, better designed and constructed.
Each SURE-A-LITE is supplied in a sealed, dust -proof cover.

That seal is your guarantee of perfect condition.
GRID BIAS. Each 66 volt battery tapped
every 1i volts up to 6 volts. Each 105
volt battery tapped every 1i volts up
to 9 volts.

to 65 volts on the average.
Tuning Without Interfering.

Searching with a set of this type requires
just a little practice to get the hang of running over the scale of the tuning condenser
without actually oscillating, yet keeping the
set on the very edge of oscillation, so that
it is in its most sensitive condition. It

is worth while to obtain this knack, and
once acquired you will find that there is
considerable satisfaction in feeling that
you haVe learnt the method employed by
all skilful operators, and one moreover

SURE-A- LITE
BRINGS MOST IN - GIVES MOST OUT
MOW7NOIED TRADE MARK

" Giant "
66 volts
10/6

which ensures your picking up any station
within the limits of the set, yet causing no
possible interference with anybody.

108 volts

17/6

Finally, just a word as to the results
which you will get. On test, this little

Regarding Reins Reports.

Now, I always think that it is very misleading to give a string like this without
comment, and to leave the constructor to
imagine that he will be able to duplicate
these results immediately. It must be
remembered that on test the set is handled
by a very skilled operator, who usually has
`at ehis disposal a highly accurate wave 'meter, for identifying stations quickly
`so that in a very short time he can make a
really wonderful " catch."
As a matter of fact, to give such a report
without a 'really definite warning is rather
misleading, and I propose to try and give the

reader some idea of what he is likely to do
under his own conditions and without too
great a degree of skill in operation.

Well, with a reasonably efficient outdoor aerial, it should be quite easy to
hear at least a dozen foreign stations at
clear 'phone strength provided that you
do not live in a particularly bad locality,
either with regard to reception conditions

or with regard to bad jamming from a very
nearby local station. On the longer wave-

lengths there should be something like a
further six stations which will come in at

good and clear headphone strength, so that
you may quite well expect something like

twenty stations in the course of time as

you gain skill in manipulating the controls.
72-1111weli1111111111I1111111111911i1111111e1111e01111HII11011111IIM:

NEXT WEEK.
Full details will be given of

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.

STARTLING REDUCTION IN

r.7
-_
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'Phone
your

order:
City

WIRELESS
VALVES
BEST BRITISH
/6 OLD PRICE
MADE VALVES

FOR

3788.

Pay the

Postman
C.O.D.

8/6

LF., H.F., R.C., AND DETECTOR IN 2 and 4 VOLTS.

Sets of Valves

P.R. SUPER VALVES are the latest product of one of the, finest

made up to
any requirements.

equipped Wireless Research Factories in Great Britain. They must not be confused with Bankrupt or Foreign stocks of old and rubbishy

The P.R. SUPER VALVE FILLS EVERY WIRELESS
NEED, and has enormous TONAL STRENGTH, PURITY, and
valves.

SELECTIVITY.
Fil.Nts

Type

PR 1
PR 2
PR 3
PR 4
PR 5
PR 6
PR

7

PR 8
PR 9
PRIO
PR11

ValvesPower

ji.rnii.p.
2
2
2

06

2

.06
.15

2

.06

06

2
2

.15

4
4
4

.06
.06
.06
.06

'20

4

I5

&L.

Amp.e

M/C

35,000
25,000
18,000
120,000
40,000
30,000

15
12

.4
.43

8

.44

H.F.
Det.
L.F.
R.C.
H.F.

40
20

33

15

Det.

L.F.

5

12,000

6

23,000
19,000

15

9.5

.5
.5
-65
.5

11,000
120.000

6

.55

40

6,000(

5

33

L.F.
H.F.
Det.
R.C.
P.

112

241',..

select

MATCHED

VALVES for
the intermediate
of

6d. a cell; or 1/- for full range of samples.

TROMBA ELECTRICAL CO. (Dept. WO.

13, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. 'Phone: Mania V ale1669

REP.AIRS

Post 4d.

the

right valves:

2

Super -

hets specially
selected for
1/ -per set es.

7/6 Post

Valves for 6/9
-Pat 6d.

3 Valves for 10/.
Poit 6d.

stages

St.; London, E.C.4

Postage extra.
NO EXTRUMARR.PAID .........
All Voltages stocked. Send lid. stamp for booklet;

316

help you

Dept. 35 (Opp. Post 0.6ce Tube)

TROHEA "
H.T.
THE WET
72 volt, 15/2.Components
supplied.

NOW ONLY

tell US win:
your circuit
is
We can

PATERNOSTER SQ.,
P.R. VALVES 17,
Newgate

4

Valves for

13/ -

Post 9d. --

valves. despatched
by return of post under
guarantee of Monet,
Back in Full if not
satisfied. All valves are
carefully packed and
replaced.
breakages
Callers invited.
All

GET YOUR COMTRADERS
PONENTS
AND
CABINETS AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
Send for illustrated list.
Dept. P.W., PERSEUS RADIO. Burton -on -Trent

EVERYTHING RADIO

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4./- Post free.
Terms to Trade.

" Repairs " Dept.

= something new and highly efficient in the E
it-

BETTER
f3ATTERr

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

THE " INDUCTO-CRYS,7
E. way of crystal sets.

THE

THE BATTERY COMPANY,
92, Hurst Street, Birmingham.

set proved to be very good and noticeably
above the average of single -valve reaction
circuits, and quite a long string of foreign
stations were logged with it.

214. High Street, Colliers Wood, London,S.W.19.

ALL

WOOLLDRIDGE
RADIO CO, LIMITED.
LEICESTER 50., LONDON.W.C.

eldr22 LISLE STREET.

APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING SPACE IN "POPULAR
WIRELESS" MUST BE MADE TO THE SOLE ADVERTISING AGENTS.
JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON. E.C.R.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
THE ROLLS - ROYCE OF RADIO

,(Continued from page 178.)

IS THE

DIX-ONEMETER

Aerial Overhaul.

THE HIGH GRADE RADIO TESTER.

for some time it will generally be found that

Low price. High Value.

Worth £10.

INSTRUMENT, 55/-. MULTIPLIERS, 6/6 each.
Radio Test Booklet.
All Radio Users need one.

After a receiver has been in operation

reception can be much improved by overhauling the aeriasystem. This is specially

true in the winter when, owing to the

usually damp conditions and the prevalence

fogs, the insulators are liable to be
covered with a more Or less conducting
of

film of soot and other dirt. In Most cases,

it will be found that merely wiping the

insulator's with.a dry cloth will bring about
a noticeable improvement in reception.
Various clea,ners may be Used for the
insulators, the commonly recommended ones

being alcohol (methylated spirit), benzene,
and carbon tetra -chloride (separately, of
course-not mixed together). When the

aerial is lowered for the cleaning of the
insulators, the aerial wire itself sfiould be
carefully examined- to .make sure that it
haS not become rotten at any part, otter-

Pads, 3d. pair. Skinder. Micro Buttons, 2/-.
GRAMO PICK-UPS. Magnetic Earpiece Units for
making your own 40/- reproducer. Adapted with
a little work, 1/2 each. Sullivans are the smallest
and have aluminium case, 1/6 each. Adapted
Brown A Pick-ups, 17/6. Electradix 25/, Complete outfit, £5 10s.

TABLE ELECTRIC PROJECTORS.

For Photo

Slide or Home Television experiments. 4 Magnif.
and focus lenses, swivel stand. Socket cord and

plug for supply mains or battery, Sale 25/, Gun

Telescopes, as used on Warships. 25 x 24 in. long,
12/6, 15/.4 & 17/6, in case. Selenium Cells, 10,',

A C./D.C; Chargers for 2, 4 or '6 volt Batteries up
to 6 amps. at half List Price, 50'-.

Get our New 72 -Page Catalogue.

and then holding in position whilst the
soldering is done.

My correspondent States that the idea
is not new, but that he has himself found
it very useful. As a matter of fact, I
believe I mentioned this idea in this journal

some considerable time ago, and I know
that the dodge- is one which is often used
by experimenters And constructors. At
the same time I am, of course, very much
obliged to hey correspondent for= his letter
and to all the numerous readers Who, from
week to week, send me useful suggestions.

In fact, many of the most useful ideas
which I am able to pass on this way come

originally from readers who are kind enough
to write and send them to me.
Sound and Sight.

haul.is .a job.which is commonly shirked and

means of a " light " process on a part of the
film and the reproduction is effected by
means of a beam of light projected through

should last and function efficiently for ever.

1,500 ,volt Multipliers, 44/- extra.
Capacity Meters, £8. Wheatstone Recorders, £12.
Res. Boxes, 17/6.
Multi -Micro Galvos, 60/-.
Relays, 6/6, and .Remote
Hydrometers, 1/6.
Switches, 15/-. Transmitting Sets and Wave meters, from £2. Loewe Triple Valves, 38/-.
Cabinet Violins Speakers, 25/. Hear Easy 'Phone

at a suitable angle in the jaws of the

draughtsman's pen, tightening up the screw

As a matter 'of faCt, the' aerial ought to

to get certain parts down again. Most
listeners are apt to neglect their aerials,
imagining that once installed an aerial

a 3 -range instrument reading 0-150 v., 0-300 v..
and 0-(00 v. Price, inclusive of case, 75/,

position in some more or less inaccessible
place, you simply insert the length of wire

One of the most remarkable things about
radio is the immense stimulus which it has
given to developments in all kinds of
related sciences. I am thinking particularly,
at the moment, of the developments in the
recording of sound by means of light and
the simultaneous reproduction of cinematograph pictures and sound.

wiSe there May be 'a - breakage when it is
again hoisted, and it may be inconvenient

The ACONEMETER. Model VAC.3. In Case.
Is a new Model measuring Alternating Current,

useful in place of the pliers. When you
want to solder a short piece of busbar in

have more attention than some of the other
parts of the set, as it is exposed to all kinds
of destructive influences. An aerial overpin off till some other. day, but as a matter
of fact, it' is well Worth while, not only for
the.. improvement in the loudness of local

stations which may thereby be obtained,
but for the great increase in sensitivity if you

go in for distant reception.

The recording of the sound is done by

the film and varying in intensity as the

different parts of the film pass through the
machine. The light, of course, falls upon
a photo -electric device by means of which
variations in an electric current are set up
these being amplified in the usual way.

Winding Wire.
_

Talking about wire, you know how
annoying it is- when winding a coil, or
one Of the windings of a transformer, to
come across an awkward joint in the wire
which upsets the evenness of the layers
(in the case of a transformer winding) and
leaves you with a horrible suspicion that

the- covering may be chafed and that
trouble may be in store.

9x 6, 1/7

7x 6,
8x 6,

1/3
1/4
10X 8, 2/1
10x 9, 2/4
12x 10, 3/-.
14X 12, 4/14x 7, 2/7
16x 8 3/2
8x 5, 1/2

II x 8, 2/3

I2x- 8; 2/6

I2X 9, 2113
14 X 10. 3/5

I6x 9 3/6

21 x 7, 3/7
24x 7, 4/ rain. thick

to be able to obtain an absolutely con-

Post Free,
Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.

It would certainly be a great advantage

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

tinuous length on a reel without any joint

CROXSONIA CO.,10, South St., Moorgate, E .C.2

218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

and also, in the case of enamelled wire,

to be sure that the enamel was really

Agents

pliable and not liable to crack.
The " KEW " enamel copper wire
made by Kent Bros. Electric Wire Company

..-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ --

St. Paul's and Blackfriars Stations. 'Phone City 0191

.

4.0005 LOGARITHMIC CONDENSER.
To all purchaSers of our
All -Wave" Ebonite
Tuner, wave -length 180-

2,000 metres. Combines
a six -point switch with a
variable reaction wound
with silk - covered wire,
brass parts nickel -plated,

size 4/i"X 35", two -hole
fixing.
The smallest,
neatest and most efficient

tuner on the market.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
Money returned. Price
only 15/-, post free. Cash
withorder,orC.0 D. Send
now direct to the maker:-

S. W. SCOTT, 57, Camberwell New Road,
LONDON, S.E.5.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING -SPACE

in "POPULAR WIRELESS" must be mode to the
Sole Advertising Agents, JOHN H. LILE. LTD
n
4 LUDGATE CIRCUS LONDON. E.C4.

and E. H. Phillips, Ltd., is guaranteed to
be in continuous lengths per reel without

any joints and the copper wire to be

'Phone

Clerkenwell 7853

John Henry Smith, 139; Anlaby Rd., Hull.
L H. Helyar, 82, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich.
A. Stredwick & Co., 27, The Market, Chatham.
Boynton & Co. Ltd.,34,BradfordSt.,Birmingham

Transformers 5/-.

Loudspeaker,: 4/-.

All repairs

remagnetised tree. Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Cerkenweit 1795.
Discount for Trade.

MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd.. N.1.

absolutely dead -to -gauge.

The enamel covering is claimed to be

entirely free from liability to crack or

D-XELLENT !

peel and the thickness of the covering

does not vary throughout the entire length

of a reel of wire. Moreover-and this is
very important point-the enamel
covering is free from -pinholei : you will
a

appreciate the value of thk,wheil using
enamel wire for fairly high voltages.
A Useful Dodge.

4':
DX SHORT-WAVE SET
From No. 25 1'- to No. 500

4 Coils NOs. 3, 5, 7, 9
'

..

7/6

" P.W." Test Report, March ro :-" The fact

A reader in 'the Isle -of Wight, referring

that bne of the first stations tuned in was 3 L 0 of
Australia is ample proof that the coils an:eft:rem."

of pliers; tas kindly sent me a draughtsman's

If unable to obtain send P.O. 7'6.
DX COILS LTD LONDON ES

to my recent note about holding short
lengths of busbar-. by means of a pair
ruling pen which he says he finds very

RIR
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POPULAR WIRELESS

LYE

S6/1aAST

The valve with the wonderful
Mallard P.M. Filament, which
is so essential to consistent
service, length of life and
purity of radio reproduction.

;

You buy Master products when
you buy Mullard P.M. Valves.
Obtainable fro:n all Radio D2,1121'.5.

Mullard

THE MASTEIR *VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.

MULLARD HOUSE DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

March 31st, 1923.
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New
Convon
dostatoir

SMOOTHING CHOKE.
,,f
ient sntaothin
iqou,
to.carry a II, \ y load without an appreciable
tall
itOiletance has occupied the close attention of
our Ec,,:31:Cli Department for some considerable time.

SUPER POWER RESISTANCE.
The series resistance method of adjusting,

the voltage in eliminataS has proved so

popular that we have specially designed a
new form of resistance -for this particular

.

have .now ,solved this problem to' an extent
hitherto
tmapproached. Thei'new Smoothing;
Vliohes: which we have just marketed 'can carry the
cnormims current of too milliamperes without
\''s

purpose.

Thesi: resistances are able to carry a heavy anode
current without overheating, special - care s. baying
hest taken in their deSign to deal adequately with
any slight heat generated.
There .arc many other uses for. these super power

saturation, whilst the size, and therefore the price, has
keen kept within reasonable limits:

-The cxtensiv-6 use of high power output valves
for an eliminator capable of dealing with the
11 t'Sar: heavy anode current. Such current nee
to ;.,be adequately smooth'ed, and, ties public bai
now available for the first time smoothing' chokes

-

resistances which ". will :appeal to th6- discerning
amateur. -and professional radio engineer. -

These resistances arc made up as follows : ono
ohms to carry to williqmpercs ; 1,000, 5,50072,00(1,
2,500 and 3,000 ohms each to carry so miniampercs.

110cli fulfil the necessary requirement's, and, which,

to the special marmer m which they ;ire made,
me incurable at a very reasonable price.
Price

21

Price

12'9 -

M1'

I?
AND

1yr

LTD

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Iiingsway House, 103, Kingswaj, London, W.C.2

Telephone

Holborn 5303.
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